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UGBC budget
expands for
2015-16 year

Diversity and inclusion

takes the most funds,
while stipends remain
By Carolyn Freeman

News Editor
The budget for the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College (UGBC),
presented to the University financial committee in April, includes several substantial
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Running away with a win
In preparation for Friday's nationally-televisedgame vs. Florida State—featuring

a live visit from Sports Center—ther —the

Eagles scored 76 points on Howard. See page 81.

Reporting for bias incidents
to shift to online platform
DeCapua leads effort to
develop form to report
microaggressions
By

Alexandra Allam

Heights Staff
Responding to criticism that Boston
College’s current reporting standards are
inadequate, the Office of the Dean of Students—in conjunction with undergraduate
and graduate students—has established a
bias incident response team.
The team is primarily comprised ofRichard DeCapua, associate dean of students;
Undergraduate Governmentof Boston College (UGBC) student representatives Afua
Laast, LSOE T6, and Nick Minieri, CSOM
16; and Ph.D. students Sriya Bhattacharyya
and Cedrick-Michael Simmons from Eradicate Boston. Three other faculty members
also take part in the group.
The team plans to offer BC students a
direct line of communication to the dean of
students for sharing their grievances, using
an online form.
In the past, reports have gone straight to
human resources, as there was not a specialized program to handle them.
Students can access the new form by
going to the dean of students home page on
BC’s website and locating the Student Bias
Incident Response Team (BIRT) tab, or by
going straight to www.bc.edu/birt.
The form is open to undergraduate or
graduate students, faculty, staff, or any

individual who witnessed or experienced
an example of bias on campus. The page
outlines what classifies as bias, harassment,
or hate crime, as well as BIRT’s mission
and purpose. BC students can report an
incident of bias using the Google Form

provided.
“You can do it anonymously, you can
do it as a student who was part of the incident, you can do it as a bystander,” Laast
said. “Literally anyone across the board can
submit this request and go straight to the
Dean of Students.”
Part of the form’s purpose is to gather
data in order to analyze hate crimes and
uncover any trends. This information will
then be used to address such instances
through programming, school-wide education, general meetings, and developing
preventative measures.
“I think our reporting form is one of

the best in the business,” DeCapua said.
“We took all summer evaluating the best
practices of other institutions and then got
all the feedback of our students.”
This comes at a time when it is not so
many isolated, egregious acts needing to be
tackled, but rather more frequent microaggressions that have previously gone unaddressed, Minieri said. He added that last
year a large number of AHANA students
and members of the GLBTQ community
raised concerns about the hurtful messages
being put out on platforms such as Yik Yak,
as well as surrounding the language used

See Bias Response, A3

Brooks on two sides of virtue
Columnist reflects on
ethics, and not having
all the answers
By Carolyn

Freeman

News Editor
It’s hard to imagine George Marshall,
former secretary of state and secretary of defense in the ’4os and 'sos, taking a selfie, David
Brooks says. We are sitting in the backseat of a
car, being driven down Commonwealth Ave.
from Coolidge Corner back to campus, and
talking about the necessity of social media.
It is raining outside the window, and the latesummer humidity permeates the interior of
the car. He is wearing a purple tie and a dark
suit, too hot for the weather outside. Brooks,
who is more soft-spoken than his gregarious
columns in Tlie New York Times on love and
politics make him seem, does not have a high
opinion of social media. He goes on to decry
his friends and colleagues who use Facebook
to blatantly promote themselves.

Corporate partnerships, projects form basis
Student Business Consortium brings realworld applications to business education
By Mujtaba Syed

Asst. Features Editor

Joseph Shamon, CSOM ’l6, believes
there is a shortage of “learn by doing”
opportunities on the Boston College
campus. While BC’s pre-professional club
list features long-running mainstays that
have helped educate and prepare students
for careers in marketing, finance, tech-

nology, and other disciplines ofbusiness,
Shamon and five partners are unrolling an
initiative this fall that aims to fill the void
they have noticed.
The Student Business Consortium
(SBC) will allow students from all grade
levels and educational backgrounds to
work together on real-world business
projects in a variety of disciplines.
“The word consortium sums up what

we’re trying to do that hasn’t really been
offered at BC,” Shamon said. “We’re trying to bring together all the different
majors in business, all the different career
fields, and we’re also trying to bring in
people from all over the school. We’re
trying to create an environment where
everyone can learn by doing.”
The consortium contains five distinct
divisions—finance,
consulting, marketing, accounting, and social entrepreneurship—that Shamon feels are representative of the bulk of BC students’ career

changes for the 2015-16 school year. The
$328,000 allocated to the organization
through the student activities feerepresents
a $8,149 increase over last year’s budget of
$319,851. The budget includes line-by-line
breakdowns of how much specific events
and programs will cost.
This year, the executive office elected to
accept $17,500 in stipends, with $4,000 going
to UGBC president Thomas Napoli, MCAS
T6, $3,500 to executive vice president Olivia
Hussey, MCAS T7, and five other $2,000
stipends given to those Napoli and Hussey
appointed to vice president roles. Overall,
this year’s executive budget has been cut in
half, with more funding directly allocated
to divisions of UGBC once funded partly
through the executive office.
The largest portion of the budget,
$126,958.02, was allotted to programming
for the Diversity & Inclusion board, the
branch of UGBC that encompasses the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC), the
GLBTQ Leadership Council (GLC), and
the newly-formed Councilfor Students with
Disabilities (CSD). Events that are paid for
with this budget include ALC Showdown
and the annual GLC Gala.
Another sizable portion of the budget
goes to the executive office, which was
allocated $72,400 last year. This year, however, the budget for the executive office
was cut in half to $35,495. This was done
because the organization found last year’s
programming for Diversity & Inclusion to
be severely underfunded, forcing funds to
be pulled from the executive office. Now,
the money is more directly in the hands of
those planning events, according to Nick
Crain, vice president offinancial affairs and

“The people I read about would not have
liked that,” Brooks notes in reference to the
people he wrote about in his most recent
book, The Road to Character. A committee
headed by Elizabeth Bracher, the associate
director ofFirst Year Experience, selected the
book to be the required reading for the class
of 2019. On Thursday, Brooks, a professor at
Yale University as well as a regular New York
Times columnist and, spoke at the First Year
Academic Convocation.
Ihad had an hour-long meeting scheduled
with Brooks, but due to a miscommunication,
the meeting was trimmed to a 20-minute car
ride between his hotel and Boston College.
Brooks’ homebase is in Bethesda, Md.,
where he lives in the same neighborhood as
my family, though I did not know that until
our meeting. I knew he lived around D.C.,
but when I found out that his house is close
to my elementary school, I gasped with excitement. If they hadn’t gone to private school, his
children would havebeen classmates with my

(SOFC), and the campus activities board
(CAB). In April, Napoli and Hussey made a
presentation to a financial committee that
included dean of students Thomas Mogan
to explain how much money they would
need for the year. Club sports, SOFC, which
funds all student organizations, and CAB, a
programming boardfor activities on and off
campus, made their own presentations as
well. Then, the financial committee decided
how to allocate the money from the student
activities fee. This year, UGBC initially

See Brooks, A3

See Budget, A8

CSOM

’l7.

“What we wanted to do was really make
the executive budget more barebones, and
put more money into divisions,” he said.
The budget for UGBC comes out of the
student activities fee, which was $324 this
year. This fee also funds club sports, the
student organization funding committee

of new pre-professional club
interests in business.
Each group is headed by a vice president and contains project leaders that
pilot interested students in initiatives the
club will take on. The projects accomplish
Shamon’s goal of simulating real-life business scenarios by working directly with
sponsor companies in Boston.
“We partner with these companies in
Boston and they give us business projects,
either in case study formats or in real-life
scenario format,” Shamon said. “A lot of
these projects are similar to what you get

in an internship.”

While the club has only officially
existed for a few weeks, it has already
succeeded in forging partnerships with
large corporate names in marketing and
finance.
Shamon said that one partner for a
marketing project this semester would be
TJX, the parent company ofretailers such
as T.J. Maxx and Marshalls. “They want us
to help market their baby accessories.

See Consortium, A4
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TOP3
THINGS TO DO ON
CAMPUS THIS WEEK

Hear prime minister Julia Gillard, 27th prime minister of Australia and the first ever female
Australian prime minister, speak at
|
the fall 2015 installment of the
Clough Colloquium. The talk will
be on Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 4
HHH
vH
p.m. in Robsham Theater.
|

News
Briefs
WSJ writer praises
McMullen exhibit
The most recent exhibit in the
McMullen Museum of Art, “John La
Farge and the Recovery ofthe Sacred”
was praised in a recent column in the
Wall Street Journal The exhibitpresents more than 85 works of stained
glass, paintings, and paper works by
John La Farge, who dabbled in symbolism and realism.
La Farge was an innovator in
his field, said Barrymore Laurence
Scherer, the column’s author. He was
likely the first artist to use the stained
glass techniques that Louis Comfort

Tiffany popularized.
“ part from ecclesiastical works,
A
theshow includes delightfulpaintings,
sketches and watercolors made by La
Farge during his 1890-91 voyageto the
South Pacific with thehistorian Henry
Adams and works—like the spacious
1887 watercolor and gouache of‘The
Great Statue of Amida Buddha at
Kamakura’—inspired by his 1886 visit
to Japan,” Scherer wrote.

Shakespearethemed mixology
Caroline Bicks, associate professor
of English, has co-authored a Shakespeare-themed cocktail recipe book
entitled Shakespeare, Not Stirred:
Cocktails For Your EverydayDramas.
The book combines Shakespearean
puns with common life dramas, with
chapter tides like “Shall I Campari to a
Summer’s Day?: Romantic Occasions”
and “Now Is the Whiskey ofOur Discontent: Drinks for the Domestically
Distressed.” Each cocktail in the book
connects a Shakespearean character
to a typical problem. The drinks
are also paired with hors d’oeuvres.
Bicks wrote the book with Michelle
Ephraim, the Shakespeare scholar at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
The idea for the book came when
the authors realized that the characters they analyze in their English
classes seemed familiar-problems of
today were reflected in the characters
comedies and tragedies, according
to the introduction. They decided
to write a cocktail book to “pay it

forward, Shakespeare-style.”
“The final product is what you
see before you: a book that mixes

equal parts booze and Bard to help
you through your everyday ups and
downs,” the authors write in the introduction. “It’s like having him right
there in your living room, downing a
great drink, and putting your crappy
day in perspective.”

The Tab to be
published at BC
This fall, anew online publication
arrives at Boston College. The Tab, a
UK student media startup, launched
in the United States this summer and
is opening chapters at BC and 23
other American universities this fall.
The Tab is an online magazine, which
often describes itself as providing
VICE- style coverage to local issues.
The Tab has 3 million monthly readers at 60 universities, with a growth
model involving opening chapters
focusing on individual universities.
The editors’ hope for BC is to break
stories that set the campus agenda
and are read by every student at BC
every day.
“The Tab is a reader-centric site
covering hyperlocal news and issues,
so basically everything in the BC
bubble,” managing editor of The Tab
BC, Addie Diradoorian, MCAS 17,
said in email.
“Its purpose is not to compete
with other BC publications, like The
Heights or Tl-ie Gavel— it’s just different,” Diradoorian said.
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Listen to M. Brinton Lykes, pyschologist in the Lynch School
of Education, discuss her historic walk
across the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)
between the two Koreas for Interna[A
tional Women’s Day for Peace and
Disarmament. The talk will be on
Wednesday at noon in Campion 139.

'

I

Join the Office of International Programs for the annual Study Abroad Fair, where students
interested in studying abroad can
learn about the different programs
available to them. The fair will be
on Wednesday, Sept. 16 in Conte
Forum, from 6 to 8 p.m.
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Brooks tells students to find joyin the present
By Sophie

Reardon

helping immigrants find their
way in the United States. Brooks
said that these women were full of
goodness and possesseda gratitude

One summer evening, when
David Brooks was coming home
from work, he saw his children
playing and laughing outside. In
this moment, he said, he experienced pure joy, and decided that he
wanted to live a life that deserved
times like that. University students
should take their time at school to
find something that brings them
joy now, rather than later in life,
the New York Times columnist and
PBS NewsHour commentator said
Thursday at the First Year Academic Convocation.
Each year, the freshman class
is assigned a book—this
year, The
Road to Character by Brooks—and
attends a speechby the author.
Brooks advised the freshmen
to spend their four undergraduate,
and possible four post-graduate
years, finding something they
love, describing college as a time
to explore passions and discover
new ways to find happiness. After
graduation, he said, students have
to close in on one spouse, one
career, one faith, and one com-
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After encountering people like
the Dalai Lama, Brooks set out to

understand how to find his own
inner joy.

“I want to be that guy who
has 2,500 people show up to his
funeral,” he said.
Brooks believes that finding a
balance in life is a key component
to finding internal happiness—a
balance needs to be found between
work life and home life.
“Our culture encourages us to
be proud of ourselves,” he said.
In 1950, several students were
asked if they considered themselves important. Twelve percent
said yes. In 1990, several students
were asked the same question and,
this time, 80 percent answered affirmatively.
Brooks explained that narcissism is on the rise—statistics
show
that students are more concerned
about being famous and financially
secure than having good morals.
It’s important, he said, to know that

munity.
Brooks explained how he realized when sitting next to the Dalai
Lama at an event in Washington,
D.C., that the Dalai Lama radiates
pure joyby laughing unexpectedly.
Although he was not sure how to
react to his unprovoked laughter,
Brooks explained, he admired the
joy that the Dalai Lama experienced
and shared with others.
Similarly, he met a group of

inner joy is important.

Reaching that inner light,
though, can be trying, he said,
because we all have to suffer to get
to that happiness.
“These moments remind you
you’re not who you thought you
were,” he said.
Suffering, he believes, will elicit
empathy for others who are suffering. And it can allow us to turn the
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Brooks spoke to the Class of 2019 at Convocation in Conte Forum on Thursday.
pain into redemption. Brooks used
the example of author Dorothy

Day, who for much of her life, he
explained, suffered from substance
abuse. When she had a child, however, she was able to turn her life
around and become a successful
author and a dedicated volunteer.
Brooks said that it is also important to find a vocation beyond
your job. This is something that you
are summoned to do—you
cannot
choose a vocation.
Finally, the author stated that the
most important decision to make is
falling in love.
Brooks spoke about the author
George Eliot, the pen name of
Mary Ann Evans, who loved every
man she met. In a letter to one of

her lovers, she wrote that she was
not ashamed. This showed, Brooks
said, that she had her own internal
criteria as to what was right and
wrong. Eliot, he explained, ended up
marrying another man. She gave up
all of her friends to marry this man.
The two were madly in love, and it
was he who encouraged her to begin
writing fiction.
Brooks concluded by saying that
we must be vulnerable and willing
to fall in love.
He reminded the audience of the
importance of reflecting on our days
before we go to bed and to always
ask ourselves questions.
“We need to spend our lives
building an inner light to have
peace,” he said. ¦

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

News Tips
Have a news lip or a good idea for a
story? Call Carolyn Freeman, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or email
news@beheights.com. For future
evenls, email a detailed description
of the event and contact information
to the News Desk.
Arts Events
For future arts events, email a detailed description of the event and
contact information to the Arts
Desk. Call Ryan Dowd, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or
email arts@bcheights.com.
Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. If you believe
we have made a reporting error, have
information thatrequires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heigh ts standards and practices,
you may contact John Wiley, Editor
"in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223, or email
-

Weather STEM tracks real-time
St. Germain

By Taylor

For The Heights
Over the summer, Boston

College worked to implement an
interactive weather system, known
as WeatherSTEM, to more accurately predict weather patterns
on the University’s campus. The
system that sits atop Conte Forum
broadcasts the data it collects to
the public via WeatherSTEM’s
website.
WeatherSTEM’s programming allows students and faculty
to check typical weather features

including humidity, temperature,
and rainfall on campus, in addition to tracking UV radiation,
approaching lightning storms,
and wind speed. The apparatus
also includes two Cloud Cameras,
pointed at Gasson Hall and toward
the city that allows users to see a
time-lapsevideo of storms over the
past 24 hours.
“They programmed a lot offeatures in here that are very helpful
to our audience,” Director of Emergency Management and Preparedness John Tommaney said. “You
can receive a text in the morning
to tell you whether you should grab
a jacket or an umbrella.”
By setting up a personal account,

users can receive custom-

ized alerts via text message, email,
or phone with various weather updates. In addition, WeatherSTEM
sets up automatedFacebook and
Twitter pages to broadcast weather
alerts to followers.
BC is the third ACC school to
implement WeatherSTEM, after
Florida State University and Miami
University. WeatherSTEM is currently used to help the athletics department check climate conditions
for football practices or games at
Alumni Stadium. BC also recently
added a WeatherSTEM unit under
the AstroTurf to help determine
whether it is a safe temperature
for students to practice or play
games. In addition, the system will
help the grounds crew determine
when to water the fields and how
to maintain the sports facilities in
different weather conditions.
The University will also implement the data that the WeatherSTEM system collects within
the classroom as an educational
program through the Earth and
Environmental studies department. The system will provide
students studying weather and the
environment with immediate and
accurate data to help them with
their labs and projects, professor
John Ebel said.
“We do have a course that is

POLICE BLOTTER
Thursday, Sept. 10
A report was filed
regarding assistance to another

12:36 p.m.

4:01 p.m. A report was filed regarding a traffic crash in Beacon
-

Garage basement with property
damage only.
-

A report was filed re-

garding medical assistance provided
to a BC employee in Conte Forum.

Friday, Sept. 11
12:16 a.m.

-

regarding assistance to another

also has records of the University’s
weather data as far back as 1954.
WeatherSTEM was created
by Ucompass CEO Edward Mansouri, who received his Master’s
in meteorology from Florida State
University. Mansouri has already
implemented WeatherSTEM in
most K-12 schools in Florida as
an educational program and is
now beginning to enter the realm
of higher education, promoting it as a safety promotion and
research-oriented device. According to Mansouri, he donated
WeatherSTEM to BC, free of cost,
in order to get the product’s name

publicized.
The Department of Emergency
Management, in coordination with
BC Athletics, the Environmental

-

A report was filed

3:01 a.m. - An report was filed regarding a person in Cheverus Hall
who was identified as missing but
was later located.

Source: The
Boston College
Police Department
—

(617)552-0547.
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Studies Program, and Informa-

with Mansouri to install the program at BC in July. In the future,
WeatherSTEM is looking for ways
to measure snowfallon campus using snowfall rates and lasers. The
company is also trying to configure
a way to measure the decibel of
sound within Alumni Stadium
during football games.
“And at the end of the day,
one of our primary objectives is
to introduce it as a teaching and
learning tool,” Mansouri said. ¦

CORRECTIONS
This correction is in reference to Vol. XCVI, no.
26. The article titled “In
memoriam: a look at the
life of James Mclntyre”
incorrectly listed Ryan Daly
as the author. James Lucey
wrote the story.

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
If you could kick anyone off the earth,
who would it be and why?

-

ambulance.

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to your
home each week or to report distribution problems on campus, contact
Chris Stadtler, General Manager at

tion Technology Services worked

agency.

1:57 a.m. A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided to a
BC student in Claver Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by

eic@bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

taught each fall by an instructor
that is also a part of the Institute
for Scientific Research named John
Retterer,” Ebel said. “Dr. Retterer is
teaching weather and climate right
now and there are labs associated
with that course. I am sure that
looking at the data that is coming
from the WeatherSTEM instrument will be incorporatedin some
way in that course.”
Weather apps, including Google
Weather and Weatherßug, cannot
accurately predict BC’s immediate
weather conditions as their satellites are set up in sevesral locations
separate from the University,
Tommaney said. WeatherSTEM
will provide BC students with
the most accurate and up-to-date
predictions because the probes
are set up directly on the Chestnut
Hill campus.
Prior to the implementation
of WeatherSTEM, the University
used an apparatus that sat atop
O’Neill Library and was created
by a company known as Davis
Instruments. According to Ebel,
however, the interface between
Davis Instruments and BC began
to deteriorate and the university
began to look for anew program.
Not only does WeatherSTEM have
the capacity to track more data
than the previous system, but it

-

agency.

11:18 p.m.

09/10/15 09/11/15

campus weather

“We’re the Miller’s eyebrow guy. He just plays
annoying roles.”
—Becky Reilly, MCAS
’l9
“Flo from Progressive. She just
annoys me.”
—Alec Fraser,

MCAS ’lB

“The nameless girl on
the red robin commercial.
She’s a terrible human.”
—Hamiah McLaughlin,
MCAS ’lB
“Donald Trump. Then

I’ll bring him back and
kick him off aga in.”
—Julia Bogiages,
MCAS ’lB
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Writing your eulogy: A conversation on ethics with David Brooks
Brooks, from A1

are living their lives so effectively

brothers and me.
In Bethesda, only 40 percent of
people identify as religious, but 10
percent of those people are Jewish. At BC, 70 percent of students
identify as Catholic, and 2 percent
as Jewish. Coming from Yale, he
expected that BC students would
have slightly more religious literacy
than the average university student,
but that students everywhere face
similar kinds of resume pressures.
I point out the oddity, for me, of
coming to BC from Bethesda,

“It helps to have

daily contact
with people who
disagree with
you’.’

...

—David Brooks,
New York Times
columnist
DREW HOO/HEIGHTS EDITOR

Columnist and professor David Brooks spoke at convocation about the importance of finding happiness, based on his own theory of virtues.
where religion has never been a
focal point.
“The religious orientation gives
the school a little more moral
content than your average resume
factor and that’s a good thing,” he
said, a bit later in the conversation.
“The challenge is tying what you
learn on Sunday into the other six
days of the week.”
Brooks’ writing skews conservative, which is unusual coming
from Bethesda, home of liberal
pundits E.J. Dionne and Thomas
Friedman. (Disclosure: Dionne’s
middle child and I were in the same
grade in high school, and worked

with personal moral codes that can
seem unattainable.
Sitting in the back seat of the
car, it occurred to me that this man,
who reminds me of my father and
all of my friends’ fathers back in
Bethesda, could not possibly have
all the answers the book seems to
contain.
AndBrooks acknowledged this
in the introduction to the book,
when he he said that he is not sure
if he himself could follow the road
to character, but that he wants to
know what it looks like.
“I thought, gee, I’m not really
living as well as I should be,”’ he
said about re-reading his book.
“This book is better than I’m actually living. And so I was like, ‘I
gotta get back on the program.’ I
certainly felt inadequate life is
still hard.”
Brooks teaches at Yale because
whenhe writes columns, he knows
it goes out to a lot of people, but
he can’t actually see them. When
he teaches, he likes being able to
see the same students 14 weeks
in a row. At Yale, he holds his
office hours in a bar, so students
can come and chat with him. The
last time Brooks spoke at BC was
in 2010, when he spoke in a talk
sponsored by the Winston Center
for Business & Ethics.
He wanted to come back to
speak again at BC because he was
honored by the thought of students having access to his book,
he said. His book tours tend to be
filled with 70-year-olds who have
already lived their life, but coming
to BC lent him the opportunity to
influence 19-year-olds.
“At the top tier schools, people
come in verysimilar,” he said. “They
leave very different.” ¦

together on the school’s newspaper.) Brooks and Dionne share a
program on NPR, and are close.
“It’s funny, I know the liberal
ones more,” Brooks said. “They’re
We get toalways pairing us
gether. Often we’ll get invited to
see the president together, eight
of us or so. I think it helpsbecause
you see a sensible person on the
other side, it helps to have daily
contact with people who disagree
with you.”
Brooks could seem like an
unusual choice for a speaker at a
Jesuitinstitution, because he’s Jewish and, though conservative, New
...

fairly middle-of-the-road.
But, the values espoused in his
book line up pretty closely with
the Jesuit ideal of finding your
authentic self, so he isn’t really a
surprising choice.
Two years into the four-year
process of writing The Road To
Character, he hit upon Joseph Soloveitchik’s writings about Adam
I and Adam 11, the two images
of Adam in the Book of Genesis.
Adam I is ambitious, whereas
Adam II is humble. Brooks uses
these two sides of man to talk about
resume and eulogy virtues, and
the importance striking a balance

between career success and moral
success.

“The resume virtues are the
skills you bring to the marketplace,” Brooks wrote in a column
in the New York Times this spring.
“The eulogy virtues are the ones
that are talked about at your funeral—whether
you were kind,
brave, honest, or faithful. Were you
capable of deep love?”’
As he has grown older, Brooks
thinks more about his inner life.
This is not unusual for someone of
his age, he said, and for someone
who has gained career success
but still does not feel fulfilled. He

hadn’t thought abouthis book over
the summer months—instead, he
was caught up in going to the beach
and having fun, he said.
On the plane here from Russia, he skimmed through it again.
Hopefully, he said, since hitting
upon the distinction between
resume and eulogy virtues, he has
become more aware and better at

relationships.
The Road To Character is a hefty
book, with stories of several influential, moral figures, from Dorothy
Day to George Marshall. At times,
it can feel a bit preachy—all of the
people highlighted in the book

A medical humanities alliance
By Arielle Cedeno

Heights Editor
After co-founding the Medical
Humanities Journal of Boston College in the spring of 2015, Emilee
Herringshaw and Christopher Kabacinski, both MCAS ’l6, decided to
take the conversation on the emerging
field of medical humanities beyond
the Heights: later this fall, they will
co-chair the first BC and Harvard
collaboration on medical humanities, a convergence of the Medical
Humanities JournalofBC and Medical Humanities Forum of Harvard
College.
The collaboration started shortly
after the inaugural publication of the
journal in April. The undergraduate journalcaught the attention of
the like-minded Medical Humanities Forum at Harvard, a student
organization that seeks to provide
an outlet for student voices in the
medical humanities. According to

Herringshaw, Harvard currently lacks
an organizational structure for the
medical humanities beyond the offering of a medical humanities class, but

is looking to expand their programming, generate student interest, and
build the academic infrastructurefor
a medical humanities program in the
foreseeablefuture. The collaboration
provided the opportunity to enhance
the conversation on the medical
humanities across both collegiate
communities.
“We thought it would be a great
idea to facilitate the exchangeof ideas
between BC and Harvard, and share
in this collaborative so that we could
really start more of a communitybased conversation surrounding the
issues of medical humanities, more
than what’s just vocalized on the
Heights,” Herringshaw said. “This
has come together very recently but
we are excited to unify through these
efforts.”
The field of medical humanities
takes a humanistic approach to the
study of medicine—it is a multidisciplinary cultural study of illness, health
care, disease, and the body, among
other topics. The recently created
Medical Humanities, Health, and
Culture minor at BC—which brings
together curriculum from a broad

range of departments in the Arts &
Sciences, including the humanities,

the social sciences, and the natural
sciences—provides an academic and
organizational foregrounding for
the medical humanities community
atBC.
Both the Medical Humanities
Journal and the Medical Humanities minor will serve as affiliates for

October’s

event.

great that the new minor
at BC is able to partner with un-

“It’s

dergraduates at Harvard who share
strong interests in health and the

humanities,” said Amy Boesky, director of the medical humanities, health,
and culture minor, in an email. “So
many of the minor’s endeavors have
involved collaboration and teamwork;
this new initiative extends that as it
allows students from two universities
to collaborate together.”
The event will feature a composite of undergraduate speakers from
both BC and Harvard, providing an
oral platform for students to share
original works and writings. Though
BC.EDU

The form where students can anonymouslyreport an incident of bias is available on the Boston College website.

See Journal, A8

New online initiative begun to
report bias and collect data

o

Bias Response, from A1
on campus. There were also com-

plaints about the lack of outlets
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where these could be addressed.
“It’s all about collecting data
on things we already know happen on BC’s campus,” Minieri
said. “We know that people say,
‘That’s so gay,’ or the f-word, or
the n-word, so this is the way
for any student to report when
those things happen.”
Students can submit screenshots or pictures of specific
messages or posts they find
biased.
They can also detail times
and places where acts occurred
and have the freedom to write
as much or as little as they feel
necessary.
The BIRT will offer those
who choose not to submit the
form anonymously the option

of being contacted and it will
respect those who do not wish
to further proceed with or relive

the incident.
For those who would like
to be contacted, however, the
team can offer resources and
guidance through the process,
as well as analyzing if a conduct
or criminal process is appropriate to pursue.
“You can meet with someone
on the Bias [lncident] Response
Team, or there’s actually a line
where you can call for what you
think should happen next, or
what you would like to see happen next,” Minieri said.
Now that the system is in
place, the team is working to
tell students about the new
tools available and the support
offered.
The BIRT has met with all of
the RAs on campus and began

its initiative by distributing
flyers at the Student Involvement Fair.
The team wants to raise
awareness among students and
make them feel comfortable
reporting incidents.
In this process, it is working
creating
on
a link on the Agora
Portal for students to have easier access to the Google form.
The board is beginning to
meet regularly to outline the
roles of each member in the
hopes of making the Bias Incident Response Team effective.
“The biggest outcome is that
it becomes normalized by students, that they know it exists,
they know how to report something, and, if something does
unfortunately happen, it’s kind
of a no-brainer,” DeCapua said.
“They know where to go.” ¦

A4

The

‘Sober Emily’:

a

non-drinker’s guide to navigating BC’s intoxicating culture
For those of you who don’t know

me, I’ve never had a drink in my

life. My parents never had to worry
about my being pressured—though
the image of a mob of high schoolers chanting my name, offering me
shots, and triumphantly carrying me
Emily Sadeghian

Disclaimer: It’s my last time
around, and I’m ready to get real vulnerable guys.
This is the first of a series of colserious, sometimes
umns—sometimes
not-so-much. Here are some sobering
thoughts for y’a11....
“Sober” pronounced “so-burr,”
rhymes with October and “sad,”
and its synonyms include: “steady,”
“sedate,” and “serious.” If you look
up sober on Urban Dictionary, the
example sentence is: “I am sober unfortunately!”
The associations are all about absence, like you are inherently missing
something if you are sober: missing
alcohol and missing out.
Using the word “sober” as the
qualifier for my column automatically
vests it with a negative air—as if my
name is framed by smelly leftovers.
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on their shoulders would really add to

this story.
The imagery is going to have to
be a little more low key. Picture this:
14-year-old Emily, surreptitiously
throwing away people’s bottles and
engaging in preachy debates about the
“cons” of drinking. She reigned sober,
twirling her baton and looking down
presumptuously from her moral high
ground.
My reactions were stubborn and
premature, but they were all coping
mechanisms.
I realized I was defending myself
without being attacked. In the same
way my classmates respected my decision not to drink, the least I could do
was the return the favor.
With time, I grew accustomed to
it. I learned to make fun of myself, to
peacefully explain “why”—sometimes
more than once, sometimes to the
same person, and sometimes to that

people

consensus:

It’s easier to put people into neat
and easy categories in our heads. I
know because I do it all the time, but
it only detracts from the quality of
interactions and the potential of our
friendships.
As soon as I realized that people
existed outside of the context of a
party, my cynicism was dulled.
I’d like to think of this column as
an unfinished piece, a work in progress. Talking about it with friends has
helped shed a lot of light on the way
that we talk about drinking and the
weight it has on our lives.
I say it’s unfinished, not because
I’m afraid of the consequences of
making an assertive statement, but as
reaction to my 14-year-old sass and
false sense of entitlement.
When we categorize someone, we
shut down dialogue and conversation.
Instead of stopping when we see a
difference and cutting things short, we
should take that difference as a green
light.

Everyone: Sorry bud, you’re Crutch
Guy. You’re basically asking for it.
Crutch Guy: It literally says nothing about who I am.
Everyone: Nah, this is easier.

Emily Sadeghian is a senior staff
columnist for The Heights. She can be
reached at features@bcheights.com.

same person four times in one night.

I was going to parties with

My new approach was lighthearted
and detached. I found it to be highly
entertaining to see my actual personality interpreted as drunkenness
(e.g.: people asking me how many
drinks I’d had: “No guys, this is just
how I dance”). Often I was a little too
detached.
When I was bored I’d often
entertain myself by making things
up: introducing myself as Gertrude,
putting on my pseudo-Jersey accent,
talking about my four children with
four different men.
Not drinking was never a key facet
of my personality: it colored more
than defined me. Like, “Oh, and also,
she doesn’t drink.”
College was where the title “Sober
Emily” was conceived and coined,
used for the logistical purpose of
separating me from the other 20,000
Emilys in my friend group.
The title’s lifespan was momentary,
but it got me thinking. I grew up in
a culture that unabashedly embraces
nicknames, and so I was shocked that
it didn’t catch on.
At Boston College, I had to start
from scratch and for the first time,

I hadn’t met. So in the insular and
isolated context of a party, my identity
was flattened and reduced to a onedimensional cartoon character: “Sober
Emily.”
This summer I worked with someone who had just recently graduated
and found himself on crutches due
to a nagging injury. Very quickly he
became known as “The Guy with
Crutches.”
In an attempt to deflect this snap
judgment, he showed us a pie graph of
his life wherein only a thin slice represented his time using crutches.
He pointed to that 1 percent of
his life when he had crutches and
explainedhow that smallfraction of
his life became 100 percent of our
interactions with him.
It was a distinction over which
he didn’t have any control. He didn’t
choose to disclose that information
about himself, but we all reached a

Student Business Consortium to bring real-world projects to BC students
Consortium, from A1
They give us that scenario and say
they have deliverables they want our
team to work on for the semester. They
let us work on them and then we present
at the end of the semester at their offices
in Boston.”
In addition to TJX, SBC is working
with Abercrombie and Epsilon on other
marketing projects. The club has also
agreed to work with Goldman Sachs on
a sales and trading project with professionals from the firm’s derivatives desk
in Boston.
Main Street Partners, a nonprofit
consulting company, will take part in
another partnership to work on improving the firm’s social media presence.
Shamon indicated that SBC can work
more directly with nonprofit firms because unlike profitable entities, there are
no legal issues with helping nonprofits
earn revenue.

Starting a club that relies heavily on
professional relationships to large corporations, Shamon explained, comes with
its fair share of growing pains.
Many of the efforts involve work
not unlike networking for potential
jobs—finding BC alumni on Linkedln
and via cold calls, talking to recruiters,
and exploring the professional networks
of professors and faculty members.
Shamon believes there are two-sided
benefits to the relationships that SBC
will help build. For students, they can
network with professionals at firms they
would be interested in. For these professionals, they can get a sense of internship
and job candidates far beyond what is
displayed on one piece of paper during

resume dropperiods.

Ideally, Shamon noted, they will be
exposed to many qualified and interesting candidates not just from CSOM
but from all of BC’s four undergraduate
schools.
Not all of SBC’s focus, however, is on
sponsored projects.
“One other sector of projects is the
non-sponsored projects,” Shamon said.
“If we have an idea and want to run a
project but can’t find a firm to sponsor
it, we run it internally.
One of the projects we really wanted
to run was an investment banking project, so our VP of finance, Charlie Fee,
CSOM T6, created a project modeled
after aspects of his training at [the investment bank] Evercore this past summer.”
Additionally, Shamon says there are
plans for projects on campus that will
help students analyze and improve aspects of the BC experience.
“For consulting, we’re looking at BC
Dining and seeing if we can find ways
for them to cut costs and become more
efficient,” he said.
“We’re going to look at their menu
prices and see if they can change their
models at all, and do some analysis of
that. We’re looking into creative ideas
like that for projects that we can’t get
sponsored.”
While a major crux of Shamon’s
initiative is focused on the “learn by doing” model he believes should exist in a
greater capacity at BC, his motivations
for creating SBC were also heavily rooted
in observations he made about career
resources given to students—including
himself—in the school of management
versus those in other schools.

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Joseph Shamon, CSOM 16 (center), with four of the five divisional vice presidents for BC group Student Business Consortium.
“Part of it comes from seeing the
resources we have [in CSOM] and also
being an Economics major in MCAS,” he

said. “I’ve seen a different environment in
my CSOM classes in terms of the focus
on career training versus what happens
in MCAS with the more theoretical side
of economics.”
The issue begins, according to Shamon, when students apply to BC without
fully knowing what their career interests
will be, and then develop an interest in
business after arriving on campus.
“I have a lot offriends in MCAS and a
lot of them, when it comes to recruiting,
cover letters, resumes, and networking,

just don’t get the same knowledge and
preparation [as CSOM students],” he
continued. “It’s a huge disadvantage because a lot of students don’t know they
want to study business when applying
to college, and of course can’t get into
CSOM when they’re already here.”
Shamon believes that moving forward, SBC can help bridge the gap
between students who realize they are
interested in business but do not always
have the resources, or know enough
about existing resources, to facilitate
those interests.
The club received over 200 signups
at last week’s Student Involvement Fair,

consisting of mostly underclassmen, but
is still looking to recruit students of all

educational backgrounds and grade levels for both general membership as well
as project leader positions.
“Down the line, as this builds, I want
to maintain long-lasting partnerships
with companies and I want to have multiple projects running each semester,”
Shamon said. “I also want this club to
be the most sought-after business club
on campus, and I really think that can
happen with this model, it’s got great potential. For me this is almost a full-time
job, I’m spending as much time doing this
as I am my schoolwork." ¦

Expectation versus reality surrounding the #BCAbroad experience

MadeleineLoosbrock
One week into junior year and my
Instagram feed is littered with study
abroad pictures. It’s panoramas of
cityscapes, pictures of gelato, crowds

of Boston College students posing at
this bar in that city, all appearing to

have the time of their lives. There’s
no question—BC
students love to go
abroad, and they love to talk about going abroad. #BCAbroad, amiright?
Before I left for my summer abroad
program, one of my best friends from
high school was talking to me about
his semester abroad in Norway. When
I asked him if he had a good time, he
initially hesitated, then told me that
it hadn’t been the experience he had
thought it’d be. At the time I thought
he was crazy, ungrateful even. How
could someone who had spent five
months traveling Europe be anything
less than ecstatic when talking about

the experience?
I disregarded his reaction, so sure
that he’d done something wrong. After
seeing pictures and reading reviews, I
was preparing myself for the trip of a
lifetime. I was infatuated with the idea
of London, seeing the architecture of
Christopher Wren, the traditions of
the Royal family, hearing the coveted
British accents. I couldn’t wait to live
in a place so old and rich in culture,
and I was convinced that my program
would be too short and that I’d never
want to leave.
After a few days, I thought I’d been
right. I fell in love with London and
was taking in as much of the city as I
possibly could, constantly exploring
between class, homework, and sleep.
After about a week, however,
something changed: I started to feel
static, like I was bored. I went to class
and did my homework, but found myself not having the time or energy to
go explore everyday after class. I felt
like I was wasting time abroad as I sat
in a coffee shop writing an essay, when
I should have been seeing the crowned
jewels at the Tower of London or going to afternoon tea at a fancy hotel.
I started to feel so bad about this, so

guilty, like I was wasting my time and
money and that I had been so wrong
about everything I thought this experience would be.

I realized that I was going about
the experience in the wrong way, that
I had romanticized it so much that I
was disappointing myself for no reason. Going abroad had been a utopia
in my mind, an escape from the realities of my life in Boston, a five-week
vacation. But I was merely living life
in a different city, much like how I adjusted from life in Minnesota to life in
Boston. It was a bigger culture shock,
sure, but still the same idea.
It’s hard because daily life doesn’t
call for time allotted to tourist attractions, yet you want to see the city. You
struggle to find a balance between being a tourist and being a local. When
you finally allow yourself to immerse
fully into the culture, you let yourself
see the challenges and pitfalls of the
life in this new city. You are no longer
blindly in love with the “abroad experience,” and you finally realize that the
grass isn’t always greener on the other
side. (I mean, a British accent will
always sound better than an American
one, but that’s just something I’ll have

to learn to accept.)

The hardest part, though, is temporarily letting go of life back home.
There’s that inevitable timestamp, that
return ticket you have booked back to
the States. For the entire second half
of my trip, after the initial vacation
phase wore off, I knew I would be
going back to the States soon. I was
stuck in limbo, and I couldn’t fully
settle into life in London knowing
I’d be leaving soon. I’d assume this is
easier for students going abroad for
a full semester, but in the end, we all
know we’re coming back to BC.
It’s not only the time thing: We’re
so bound to our lives back home by
social media and texting and facetime
that it becomes almost impossible to
fully concentrate on the new lifestyle
we’re trying to establish. Before Instagram and Facebook, people somewhat
disappearedwhen they went abroad,
cutting offcommunication with their
lives back home for a few months.
They truly fell into life somewhere
else in ways we can’t when we are constantly attaching ourselves to the lives
we would be living if we were back
in the States. It’s a fine balance—you
want to live your life how you nor-

mally do to avoid being a tourist while
also temporarily letting go of your life
back home.
I would recommend the experience to anyone a million times over.
You’ve heard it before—“going
abroad
is life changing.” I saw Big Ben and
rode the London Eye, walked the
Southern Coastal Path and visited the
Churchill War Rooms. I read for class
in coffee shops and pulled all nighters for my essays, tried to avoid eating
cheap pasta every night for dinner and
probably watched too much Netflix.
I didn’t see the Tower of London or
Windsor Castle, and I spent more
nights hanging out at my apartment
than at pubs.
But that’s life. There comes a point
where the tourist gives way to the
traveler, and you realize that while
it’s important to see a different part
of the world, you are also given this
rare opportunity to actually live in it.
It’s probably an impossible balance to
find, but the closer I came to it, the
more I got out of my experience.

Madeleine Loosbrock is a staff writer
for The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

UGBC funding increases,

“We were together. Iforgot the rest”
-Walt Whitman (1819-1892), American writer

little change is seen

This past week, the Undergraduate Government of Boston College
(UGBC) released its budget for
the 2015-16 school year. This year,
UGBC will receive $328,000, a
nearly $9,000 increase from their
budget last year. The organization
is funded through the student activities fee—in total, approximately
$36 of the $324 charge each undergraduate pays is applied to UGBC.
This means UGBC receives about
11 percent of this money, with the
rest of the money going to the Campus Activities Board, the Student
Organization Funding Committee,
and club sports. UGBC initially
requested about $lO,OOO more than
they received.
Of the budget the organization received, $17,500 total will
go toward individual stipends for
executive UGBC officers. President Thomas Napoli, MCAS ’l6,
will earn $4,000, executive vice
president Olivia Hussey, MCAS ’l7,
$3,500, and five of their appointed
vice presidents will receive $2,000.
The amount of money for stipends
is 0.6 percent of the student activities fee, which means each student
at Boston Collegepays just short of
$2 toward UGBC stipends.
The questionto students becomes
just how valuabletheir student gov-

UGBC provide
the average student with over $36
in benefits this coming year? For
example, Steve Rosenfeld’s visit and
talk on campus last year—advocating for students to be confident and
something
accept their flaws —is
that the majority of students could
appreciate. To give students their
money’s worth, UGBC will need
to deliver events such as this one
at scale, and actively work to make
sure that this money is allocated
to externally beneficial initiatives
rather than internal perks.
It’s troubling to see how little
has been done to reform UGBC’s
practice of compensatingits executive officers. While it’s tolerablefor
elected officials to accept stipends,
the practice of awarding cash to
appointed vice presidents irrespective of performance —is
an irresponsible application of
student funds. An executive body
enriched by the University necessarily accepts certain expectations
with those stipends. It’s worth asking whose expectations are more
likely to be met —the students who
play little role in determining the
amount awarded or the high-level
administrators who chose to allocate $17,500 to student advocates
this academic year.
ernment is—will

Apple 2020
We here at Apple, the most revolutionary company in history,
have created the next step in mobile computing. It is so revolutionary
that just discussing the item forces me to describe it in front of a white
background. If God could design a product, this would be version 2.0.

We call it the iPad Pro-Pro.
Because here at Apple, bigger is always better.

New platform allows for
reporting of bias incidents
The Dean of Students, in conjuncThe reality of relying on self-reporttion with the Undergraduate Governing is that certain communities at BC
ment of Boston College (UGBC) and will not utilize the tool.While reports
Ph.D. students from Eradicate Bosare helpfulin identifying trends, a lot of
ton —the grouprecently known for the incidentsofbias will be kept in the dark
banner it flew over this past graduation, if students are not properly educated
on using it.
reading “Eradicate #BostonCollegeßaBut, given everything, putting an
cism”—has
formed a bias incident
that,
team,
and with
anew infrastructure like this in place is a
response
methodfor students toreport incidents positive step toward changing some of
of bias.The action comes in response to the negativeparts ofBC culture. While
numerousreports ofmicroaggressions there is the potentialfor the system to
and harassmenton campus, specifically be abused by students pullingpractical
those faced by members of AHANA jokes and pranks, or flat-out misused
and LGBTQ communities.
when students are not sure of what is
The goal of the team is to serve as a argumentative and what is an actual
platform for students to report issues microaggression, the ability to form
of bias, to understand which groups
on campus face the most bias and
The reality relying
ultimately, to create a more inclusive
is
environment at BC. Students can sign on
on to a Google Form and then anonycertain communities
mously submit details on the observed
at BC will not utilize
incident, with the technology allowing
the tool. While
students to submit screenshots of content posted on Yik Yak or Twitter that
reports are helpful in
can be interpreted as offensive.
identifying trends, a
Platforms likethis exist at other colleges, likeDartmouth and Vassar, so BC
isn’t breaking any new ground. It’s imwill be kept in the dark
portant to understand,however, the isstudents aren not
sues associated with such a system: the
properly
on
matrix of possible incidents indicated
on the University’s websitedeemedreusing it.
portable, and the students’ first instinct
when witnessing an issue.
future programing based on the inforDistinctions between what constimation collected will only be an asset
tutes a hate crime, harassment, and for the University.
bias—differences between what is a
It’s important for students to remicroaggression and what stands as member that this system does not
just a contentious comment—are very replace the role of the BCPD or the
exact, which means it falls on the bias conduct system in reporting these isincident response team to escalate resues. Rather, the bias response team
ports appropriately if more incidents adds to a network ofresources already
come in through the form. The team is available to students. The new system
in place to make the distinctions about allows students to report smaller mowhat falls where in the spectrum of ments of bias that might not be addifferent situations of bias, but confudressable singularly, but when reported
sion among students as to just what across the BC population, can provide
demands use of the tool could stymie a needed perspective on systemic inusage of the platform.
justice at BC.

of

self-reporting

FRANCISCO RUELA
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WELLES CROWTHER

-

With every

passing anniversary, Sept. 11 can
feel less and less of a momentous
occasion. Not that the tragedy of

those lost is any less enormous
and the bravery of those trying to
save lives is any less commendable,
but that time has a way of blurring
things, if it’s given enough room to
work. We’re three days past the anniversary, but it’s not all that much.
Go watch “The Man In The Red
Bandanna” documentary video if
you haven’t seen it. For sacrifice and
courage beyond anything that we
can possibly fathom, it’s the perfect
time ofyear to raise our hats to this
fallen BC alum, and all the others
lost 14 years ago.
It’s only two
weeks through September, and
the grass is turning brown again.
This gives every Boston College
class —save the newly-minted freshmen—a
dutiful sigh, as the prospect of everything getting ripped
up to be replaced in the spring is
somehow already blossoming in
our minds. This, and thinking the
arbitrarythoughts we thought when
we first visited—“wow,
pretty”—is
probably as far as our thoughts go
toward the natural, growing parts
of BC’s campus. And then, there
are the workers, keeping everything
maintained so that we don’t notice a
difference. While we can complain
about walking to and from buildings
in the deafening heat, they actually
have to be outside in it, working.
And, when the grass does need to
be ripped up in the spring to be
replaced with wonderfully expensive new sod, they will be the ones
to do it, and they’ll do it fast. The
ground’s crew gets attention in the
winter, when they work tirelessly
to keep paths clear of snow and ice,
but they should also get attention
for the work that they do during
these balmy summer days—they
keep things around campus looking
sharp, and that’s worth two thumbs
way up.
BC GROUND’S CREW

-

We look forward to
Saturdays during the fall: tailgating,
football games, post-game rallies,
and then whatever else there is
planned for the final true night
of the weekend. But we go to see
a football game, not a bloodbath.
Did you know that the third and
fourth quarter had to be shortened
for the BC vs. Howard game by five
minutes? We didn’t, because after a
MISMATCHES

-

first quarter score of 41-0, we were

heading for the gates, trying to figure out what else there is to dowith
newly found hours in the day.
THE BC PLAGUE GETS READY TO AT-

TACK Can you feel it in the air? It’s
almost here. The flu has nothing on
-

the BC Plague, and surrendering to
it is not an option. Take plenty of
zinc and vitamin C, make sure to
get those daily recommended seven
hours of sleep, and try not to stress
out too much about school. Once it
corners you, there will be nothing
you can do.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

The autonomous automobile. These
words will bring excitement to some,
dismay to a select few, and confusion to
the general public. Though our reaction
to this advent in personal transportation may be wholly subjective, we cannot
deny the objective reality that the seeds
of this revolution are blossoming as we
speak. Companies like Tesla, Volkswagen, and Audi are developing suites of
driver-aids that can practically drive
your car for you on the highway. Electric
steering, body-mounted cameras, and
sensors allow for cars to parallel park
themselves, succeeding effortlessly at
what many of us failed just a few years
ago.
This technology is on the threshold
of becoming unified, and before long
autonomous automobiles will be the
way forward, raising a larger debate on
implementation and execution. The
prime benefit of removing the human
element from behind the wheel is ridding
ourselves of the inherent risk of error.
Many developers seem to think it is one
of the only solutions capable of propping
up our failing transportation infrastructure. Removing human operators would
maximize traffic to its fullest by ridding
the roadways of reckless driving, accidents, and breakdowns.
Without major infrastructure reform
this may be the only way to prevent nearly all cities from experiencing apocalyptic traffic in the decades to come. It will
undoubtedly save lives and add a slew of
marginal increases in convenience.
The thing preventing this advance in
technology from being a true panacea,
however, is the very fact that gradual
implementation is not likely to work out.
Autonomous automobiles will work at
peak efficiency only with human error
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of the human operator
erased from the roadways, and human
operators are unlikely to ever give up
their means of transportation in one fell
swoop. This stalemate will leave us in
some form of litigation hell, with both
sides arguing valid points and neither
aiding in finding a solution. If you can’t
fathom a world without millions of little
tin cans buzzing around on the roadways
propelled by fossil fuels and piloted by
angry commuters, just look to Paris, a
city whose politicians have been passing
reform after reform in recent years, constantly growing closer to banning cars
altogether.
America is not France and Boston is
not Paris, just as I am not an urban planner or minister of transportation. I may
not have these titles or fill these roles but
I do know, and begrudgingly acknowledge, that self-driving cars are the future
of transportation. I cannot logically state
as a civic-minded citizen that my singular right to drive a car should outweigh
the common good of a fully optimized
transportation system that has the potential to improve the lives of many.
What I can say is that I will miss the
world of self-driven automobiles. I will
miss the sense of independence and freedom of climbing into a car and setting
off with no destination in sight or mind. I
will miss the anxiety and nervous energy
of a young kid taking their driver’s exam
for the first time—that hallowed rite of
passage. In short, I will miss the unshakable and unwavering hold automobiles
have had on American culture and the
psyche of its people for the past century.
Perhaps this experience is part of
being a member of a transitional generation, and I will have to grow accustomed
to watching the world of my youth be
slowly eroded and eventually swallowed
up by a wave of technology. Our generation often had roughly the same life experience as our parents and grandparents
as youths. We remember what it’s like to
fall in love in the stands under the bright
lights of a high school football game,
hands nervously grasping the steering
wheel on our way to a first date at the

movies. Our sons and daughters may
experience something wholly unrecognizable to this legacy.
Decades from now, when high school
football is all but banned due to CTE
concerns and teens do more of their
socializing from behind a screen or
through an app, adolescents will have
been robbed of the independence I had
in that stage of my life. Sitting in the
driver’s seat with a leather wheel in my
hand and having it respond to my commands, I felt like the master of my own
destiny. It was a critical part of formative
years, and I doubt they will get the same
feeling in their autonomous Über rides.
My first car, an Eagle Talon, was one
of the highlights of my youth. To anyone
else, that car was 3,000 some-odd pounds
of steel, leather, and plastic. But to me,
she was home. She brought me to school
tired every morning and carried me
home wearier every night. She steadied
my nerves on my way to my first date,
and many months later when it all fell
to pieces, she was there to help me pick
them up.
Perhaps I am guilty of excessive
personification, and I would not dispute
this claim. But therein I find the greatest
piece to miss about self-driven cars: the
personal bonds we can’t seem to help
but form with them. For the past few decades, nearly every person has had one as
a constant companion and has their own
collection of stories to go along with that
partnership, from the diehard gearheads
putting blood, sweat, and tears into their
cars to the kids who couldn’t care less
but still couldn’t resist giving their car a
goofy nickname. I fully believe we have
these stories because we took on an active role in being the car’s driver and not
simply its passenger.
I will dearly miss this connection
when the time comes, and I already
mourn the loss of my future children’s
opportunities to form their own.

MatthewBeDugnis is an op-ed columnist
He can be reached at

for The Heights.

opinions@bcheights.com.

In defense of St. Paul’s
not simply the students of St. Paul’s.
As someone who fostered a healthy,

Katherine Belsito
During late August of this year, the
media was in a wild frenzy over the trial
of Owen Labrie, a graduate of St. Paul’s
School in Concord, N.H. From Teen
Vogue to The New York Times, journalists have cashed in on the buzz a prep
school scandal can generate, riddling
their headlines with words like “elitism”
and “privilege.” It is very easy to point a
finger and label the school community
as the true culprit in this case, and that
is what a lot of periodicals have chosen
to do. Yet, as a proud graduate of the St.
Paul’s Class of 2012,1 must take a stand
to defend my high school.
The media’s coverage has made St.
Paul’s the poster child for adolescent
sexual assault, and has done so in an
egregious manner. St. Paul’s is not the
enemy that it has been painted to be.
The school’s culture has been investigated and viewed around an unfortunate
context. Certain vernaculars have been
latched onto, ridiculed, and morphed
into alleged traditions that wrongly
make it seem as though the community
encourages things like sexual conquest.
The term “senior salute” has been
thrown around as some ancient tradition in which boys compete to take the
virginities of younger students, and it has
become the focus of the many articles’
attention. This particular piece of slang
does not connote an ingrained rite in
which the students partake. It is a term
made popular within the last five years,
and is not understood to mean seniors
having sex with minors.
Similarly, the word “score” is not as
dirty and promiscuous as some writers
have made it out to be—it
is a school
colloquialism for any type of act within a
relationship, meaning to date, or simply
to hold hands. Of course relationships
were taken farther than a sweet kiss
on the cheek, but it is undeniable that
adolescents everywhere are choosing to
engage in a more mature relationship,

relationship at

Paul’s, I can
assert that the “sex culture” referred to in
the news is not any more sordid than the
“sex culture” at high schools nationwide. I cannot deny that St. Paul’s has its
imperfections, nor can I deny that the
school is surrounded by a unique amount
of opportunity and privilege. The school
boasts enormous resources, maintains a
college-level endowment, and is attended
by students who have been blessed with
many advantages.
Yet, the media has failed to mention
that over $9 million per year is allotted to financial aid alone, with a large
amount of students receiving it, including Labrie himself. St. Paul’s students
have very high expectations to meet, as
intimate

St.

The media’s coverage
has made St. Paul’s
the poster child for
adolescent sexual
assault, and has
done so in an
egregious manner.
St. Paul’s is not the
enemy that it has
been painted to be.
they balance rigorous academics, uphold
a strictly enforced honor code, and navigate their way through the confusing territory that is puberty. St. Paul’s is not a
community where students run free and
are not held justly accountable for their
actions. On the contrary, St. Paul’s has a
very thorough disciplinary system, and
very little tolerance for mistakes. Labrie
went to trial as a consequence of his personal choices, and I am not defending his
actions, but I am defending the integrity
of this institution. His particular case is
not exemplary of the community, and it
should not be represented as such.
What has been conveniently left out
of this conversation is that St. Paul’s
students are not alone in journeying
through adolescence, and high schools
everywhere face similar problems which
need to be addressed. We cannot hide

the real issue: the need to re-examine
campus culture, be it high school

or

college, under the facade of prep school
debauchery. St. Paul’s has many imperfections and room for improvement,
especially in the way in which it treats
issues like gender, sexuality, its culture of
wealth, and the diversity of the student
body.
Yet the school has left me with many
genuine lessons, and has instilled in me
the belief of its school prayer, which
implores us to be “unselfish in friendship, thoughtful of those less happy than
ourselves, and eager to bear the burdens
of others.” By acting in this way, the
school community can uphold a vow to
progress and foster a healthier atmosphere. Although many members of the
SPS community have been hurt by the
recent coverage, especially that of The
New York Times, which exposed, somewhat wrongly and unfairly, very intimate
details about the lives of young adults
and their secrets, it has forced us to
open the doors to a much-needed, long
over-due dialogue about sexual assault in
general and on campuses.
There is an obvious need to more
strictly codify our definition of what is
required in “consent,” and to address the
very-real problem of sexual violence.
Otherwise, we may be in danger of allowing the already prevalent epidemic
of sexual assaults among youth to keep
on spreading. Let us not turn our backs
on the conversation, but welcome it, and
encourage students and administrations
everywhere to reconsider the measures
they are taking in education, prevention,
and outreach regarding this matter. It is
high time that we transform our educational environments to better meet the
needs of victims of sexual assault, and to
moreover stop this phenomenon at its
source—it
should not take scandal after
scandal for us to reevaluate what it is
that we are clearly doing wrong here, and
we must not keep silent, lest we remain
complacent in jeopardizing the safety
that each student deserves.

Katherine Belsito is an op-ed columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@beheights.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staffcolumnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

at stigma
Catherine Duffy
She was the freak. The psycho. The
crazy person. Jen Smith was no longer
the pretty cheerleader, the straight-A student, nor the sweet southern bell of high

school. Her years spent crafting a model
reputation of being the “good” girl were
simply forgotten as soon as she returned.

Jen went through a bad break-up her
junior year—and

I mean bad. So bad that
it sent her into a black hole of depression,
giving her parents no other option than
to send her to a depression treatment
center and rehab. She was no longer
herself, now unable to perform the necessary duties that led to her once-coveted

reputation.

When she returned to school after a
month in the facility, whispers surrounded her name. “What? She’s back? Where
did she go? She just went crazy.” The
ignorance, intolerance, and insensitivity
surrounding her homecoming was generated by her peers, and by people whom
she once considered her friends.
I was still in middle school while all
of this was happening to Jen, so I was
deaf to these rumors and whispers. I
didn’t know Jen, or what mental illnesses
were—l, along with my peers, dismissed
her hardship and personal suffering,
believing that she was overdramatic. I
dismissed the concept of mental illness
altogether. It’s something that’s just all in
your head—eventually you’ll get over it.
I assumed all of these things until
I saw the destruction that the stigma
surrounding mental illness caused my
friend, Frank. He was attending college
away from home when two mental illnesses, depression and bipolar disease,
took hold of his life.
Frank began isolating himself from his
friends, his family and society as a whole.
He stopped going to school, and instead
sought refuge in drugs to cure the earthquakes and tornadoes wreaking havoc
in his mind. His peers began to make
fun of his rash behavior and hermit-like
lifestyle. He couldn’t walk around town
without hearing whispers and snickers,
or seeing smirks and faces of disgust.
Even his teachers, people who are supposed to have students’ interests in mind,
disregarded him entirely, and simply
wanted him out of their classes. With no
one providing direct support and understanding, Frank submerged further into
his depression. It wasn’t until the night
he attempted suicide that people realized
just how serious his illnesses were.
Where did stigma surrounding mental illnesses come from?
Mental illnesses arise from chemical imbalances in the brain. Like cancer,
the people afflicted have no control over
whether they get the disease. Shame
doesn’t surround cancer, so shame has
no place affecting those who have mental
illnesses. But mental illness is something
that people still do not understand, and
this lack of understanding drives individuals to simply turn their backs.
Although a stigma still exists around
mental illnesses, it is slowly being
eliminated. With campus organizations
such as To Write Love on Her Arms,
“[existing] to encourage, inform, inspire,
and invest directly into treatment and
recovery,” according to the organization’s
statement on its website, and efforts by
the Undergraduate Government of Boston College to chip away at this stigma,
students are encouraged to talk about
these issues. These groups believe that
increasing discourse concerning mental
health will promote an environment of
openness and support for individuals
quietly suffering.
Progress is being made. According
to the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention, “adults ages 18-34 are more
likely to consider it a sign of strength
to see a mental health professional,
compared with older generations, and
also are more likely to believe that suicide
can always or more often be prevented.”
By talking about not only depression,
but also anxiety and panic disorders,
individuals can learn about warning signs
and measures to seek help.
We are chipping away at the stigma. It
still exists, and probably always will to a
degree, but by being informed of the very
real and catastrophic effects of mental
illnesses, we have the tools to prevent
them from becoming fatal. It’s on us to
continue this discourse.

Catherine Duffy is a senior staff columnist
can be reached at

for The Heights. She

opinions@beheights.com.
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Every morning,
a ‘sure thing’
Scott Bortolotto’s friendly face
has become a staple behind the
Chocolate Bar counter
MAGDALEN SULLIVAN HEIGHTS EDITOR

DREW HOO

“Hi.”

/

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Chocolate Bar, Bortolotto’s fan base has stretched

to be the busiest for Bortolotto. The barista

a lot farther than the Newton Campus.

graciously walks the fine line between friendly
and productive.
“You always know, every time, thathe’s going
to be efficiently pleasant,” Gustin said.
Bortolotto is intensely aware of the demand
to get people back to class as quickly as possible.
“We try to scoop people through the line as fast
as we can,” he said.
The rushed work environment, however,
does not completely detachBortolotto from the
students he serves.
“Any time I walk across campus, there are a
lot [of students] that Irecognize,” he said. “Even
the smiles that I get in the morning or afternoon—it’s
a friendly place to be.”
Having been married for 14 years, and with
a son, Luke, and a daughter, Claire, aged 12 and
10, respectively. Bortolotto keeps a hectic pace
outside of Stokes Hall as well. He coaches both
Claire’s and Luke’s basketball teams, as well as
Claire’s softball team. He has also served as a Cub
Scout leader for the past five years. The family
lives in West Roxbury—not a far commute for
Bortolotto to make to Chestnut Hill.
The Chocolate Bar runs on between 15 and
20 employees, most of whom are BC students,

“He’s made quite a name for himself,” said
Julia Gustin, avid Chocolate Bar customer and

“Hello! How are you?”
“Good! how are you?”
“Good. Can I have a iced skim latte please?”

LSOE TB. “It brightens up my day because I get
a coffee, and I get a friendly face.”

“Sure thing.”
Swipes BC ID

cream bar extends farthest in between classes. Of

The line at the on-campus coffee and ice
course, that’s to be expected from a stand located

“Have a good one.”
“You too.”

The routine can seem monotonous to
some—but not to the familiar face behind the
Chocolate Bar register, Scott Bortolotto. “It’s
a friendly greeting back and forth,” he said. “I
enjoy it.”
A recent graduate of the Woods College of
Advancing Studies, Bortolotto has worked at
Boston College for the past nine years—six spent
on Newton Campus at BC Law and thelast three
in Stokes Hall.
Former residents of Newton recognize Bortolotto from their time spent in Stuart: “They
know that I’m a huge Patriots fan, so I’ve had
a lot of exchanges about the Patriots and stuff
like that.”
After three years behind the counter at the

in the middle one of the busiest, most centralized
academic buildings at BC. Hordes of students
pass the line between 12:50 and 1 p.m., shaking
their heads in disbelief at its length, yet joining
its ranks anyway. Others, less interested in the
coffee and more interested in the atmosphere,
linger around the dark-wooden pillars and between the strings of cozy armchairs or rows of
rustic tables, hoping a seat will open.
“The goings-on in and around the vicinity of the Chocolate Bar is quite entertaining,”
Gustin said. “It makes for glorious peoplewatching—you don’t know who’s going to pass
through there.”
The bar serves the campus from 7:45 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. Employees arrive around 45 minutes
earlier than that to begin prep-work for the day,
however, the last 15 minutes of each hour prove

according to Bortolotto.
But even amid such a large staff, Bortolotto
stands out. “I’m always surprised if he’s not
there,” Gustin said. “He’s just part of the woodwork over there.”
“Scott must see it all,” she said. “The range
of outrageously frazzled students that just
got out of a test that they bombed, or the sad,
sleep-deprived students that are hanging on a
thread who need that coffee to survive another
moment, or the care-free socialite hipsters that
somehow manage to find a seat constantly, and
are so casually calm and collected.”
The Chocolate Bar offers baked goods ranging from giant cookies to standard chocolate
chip muffins, an assortment ofice cream flavors,
a complete coffee menu, and an array of bottled
beverages. Bortolotto’s favorite treat, he admits
sheepishly, is the M&M cookie. And his favorite
drink: “Just iced coffee—very simple.”
Gustin remembers seeing Bortolotto on the
first day she ever visited the Chocolate Bar, but
her relationship with the well-known barista
remains at the same level as many other’s—in
passing. “I just think that must be a cool existence,” she said. —to have the entire university
just filtering through your line every day.” ¦

BC, Harvard to collaborate

Budget rises
for UGBC

on medical humanities
Medical Humanities, from A3
the formal assembly of speakers has yet to be
finalized, pieces from the latest publication of
the journal will be read, as well as works from
outside of the journal. Herringshaw hopes
for the event to present work in the medical

“We’re looking to

unify students and
communities
through solidarity
of experience,
rather than
categorization by
...

condition”
Herringshaw,
managing editor, Medical
Humanities Journal of
Boston College
—Emilee

humanities through a more dynamic lens,
as the actual reading can allow for a more
enhanced emotional sense of the works than
just a textual context.
“Issues like health, illness, disability, and
representations of the body are reinvigorated

and represented in new lights by the creative
work of these students,” Kabacinski said in an
email. “This collaboration underscores the
positive momentum of interdisciplinary study,
especially in the Boston area.”
As far as attendance for the reading, Herringshaw and Kabacinski have reached out to
both undergraduate communities and faculty
from BC and Harvard, as well as locals in the
greater Boston community involved with the
medical humanities otherwise.
With nearly 500 confirmed attendees on
the Facebook event already, the event speaks
to a growing student interest in the emerging field of medical humanities. The recent
creation of the minor and the journal further
proves this undergraduate interest.
“I think there’s definitely a space for it
[the medical humanities], and we’ve just been
trying to figure out exactly how to get to that
space,” Herringshaw said.
Both Herringshaw and Kabacinski see
this collaborative as a sustainableeffort and
an opportunity to encouragefuture academic
conversations surrounding the medical humanities at both institutions beyond this
initial meeting.
“We’re looking to unify students and communities and institutions through the solidarity of experience, rather than categorization
by condition,” Herringshaw said. “So that
the human essence is engaged, represented,
and shared amongst individuals with various
backgrounds and experiences.” ¦

“

Budget, from A1
requested $337,938, and received $9,938
fewer than that.

BRECK WILLS / HEIGHTS GRAPHIC

“One of the benefits of having timelines
and so many aspects of our platform figured
out was that it made it much easier when we
were making the budget to be much more
specific,” Napoli said.
He said that UGBC has one of the strongest institutional memories, with large-scale
events like ALC Showdown, which requires
a sound system, lights, and a stage, and takes
place in Conte Forum. This makes it easier
to predict precise budgets. ALC Showdown
is budgeted to cost $32,958 this year, based
on its cost in previous years.
In order to cut costs, the funding for each
division was initially allocated to be as low as
possible, and then the divisions were given
the chance to request more money. Generally, UGBC s divisions did not receive as much
money as theyrequested. ALC, for example,
initially requested $29,000 and then received
$22,672. CSD, however, was originally allocated $7,000 and then re-requested more
money, eventually ending up with $9,300.
This shift came because the council came
back with specific speakers and programs
they wanted to host, and came forward with
a very strong case, Napoli said.
“We ended up giving them a little more
money than they asked for because we’re
really hopeful that as anew council they’ll
be able to make their mark,” he said. ¦
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Five passing attempts against Howard begs the question: Is Wade ready for FSU?

Michael Sullivan
We’re onto Week Three of
what has already turned out
to be an incredibly exciting

college football season. Auburn
nearly fell to FCS squad Jacksonville State, Brigham Young
continues to break everyone’s
hearts with last-second fiail
Marys—do you still call them
Hail Marys for Mormons?—
and Cardale Jones stopped trying to read books and returned
to reading defenses.
In that time, Boston

College’s defense has looked
to live up to Connor Wujciak’s
preseason expectations of having a top-five unit in the country. The Eagles have yet to give
up a touchdown, holding their
first two opponents to a combined net total of 102 yards.
BC’s swarming front seven
has pushed back its opposing
running backs on the ground

almost as much as they’ve
gained—Fo2 yards forward, 88
yards back, for a net total of 14.
That helps out the secondary,
since BC’s pass rush has forced
underwhelming attempts for
only 88 yards.
Offensively, the Eagles look
like a juggernaut. BC’s core of
backs has dashed for 842 yards
and a whopping 100 points,

something that took four
games to reach last season. Tyler Rouse has already surpassed
his 2014 touchdown total and
is currently one of only seven
players in college football with
at least five rushing TDs.
The Eagles have continued to

Murphy behind center.
And yet, I feel like Socrates.
Two games down and we still
know nothing about this team.
And I hate to keep asking this,
but...who is Darius Wade?
After two games, we can’t
answer that.

prevent turnovers while ac-

cumulating enough, something
they were adept at with Tyler

See Column, B3

STOMP

THE YARD
By

Michael Sullivan

Sports Editor
Steve Addaziowalks into

the press confer-

ence, a large smile across his face. He looks up
at the ceiling, somewhat in exasperation, and

lets out a huge breath. He plops down behind
the microphone and gives his usual spiel about
how he thought his players did.
The Boston College head coach constandy
repeats how he thought thathis Eagles did what
he expected them to, what everyone expected
of them.
Eventually, he tires of the circuitous nature
of the press conference. As Dudes generally do
following onslaughts of epic proportions, he
grows bored. And hungry. By the end, he has
but one demand: a slice.
“I’m gonna 86 outta here, get a hot shower,
and hopefully get some nice a’pizze,” Addazio
said.
It’s hard to blame him for such a curt
reaction following BC’s 76-0 dismantling of
FCS team Howard University (0-2), the second-largest point output by the Eagles (2-0)

in their history.
The team broke its record for fewest
yards given up in a game, as the Bison
gainedmerely 11 yards—Howard’s yardage
remained in the negatives until the tail end
of the game. This shattered a 44-year old
record of 52 yards allowed that the Eagles
set on Nov. 28, 1970 in a 54-0 shutout of
College of the Holy Cross.
Even the lopsided score doesn’t give the
full picture of how much of a hurting BC
put on the Bison.
Howard barely began the game before
falling well behind—on the first play, the
team moved back five yards to its own 20yard line on an illegal procedure penalty.
That would be the last time Howard
saw its 20 until the second quarter. The
Eagles forced nine consecutive three-andouts, keeping the ball in their own territory
throughout the entire first quarter.
Their first two offensive drives lasted
under 40 seconds and took a total of three

See BC vs. Howard, B3

11

Record number of
rushing yards

allowed by BC

76
Points scored by BC
against Howard

5
Total touchdowns by
Tyler Rouse, secondmost in NCAA FBS

By

Tom DeVoto

Asst. Sports Editor
If the American bison wasn’t
already on the list of endangered
species, it sure is now.
The Howard University Bison
(0-2) could never compete with Boston College (2-0), and pretty much
anyone familiar with college football
knew that before the game. The Bison
are members of the Football Championship Subdivision, and not even
particularly good ones—they haven’t
made the playoffs since 1993.
BC was favored to beat Howard
by 45 points. Most expected a easygoing blowout with the Bison, a final
tuneup before facing conference foe
Florida State.
But no one expected that.
BC imposed its will over Howard
all over the field from start to finish,
dominating the Bison en route to an
astonishing 76-0 victory. The win was

ALEC GREANEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

the second-largest of all-time for the
Eagles, behind only a 78-0 victory over
St. Anselm in 1941.
The Eagles set a school record for
defensive yards allowed, giving up only
11 yards the entire game. The Bison did
not have a first down until the fourth
quarter, and it took a BC personal foul
to make that one happen.
BC’s defense and special teams suffocated the Bison, keeping them out
of BC’s zone for the entire game. The
Eagles forced Howard punter John Fleck
to kick out of his own end zone multiple
times, usually resulting in big play potential for BC.
On Fleck’s first punt of the game,
Sherman Alston gathered the ball at
Howard’s 42-yard line, weaved through
the weak defensive unit, and carried it
all the way inside the 5-yard line. BC
scored one play later on a rush from
Tyler Rouse.

See Defense, B3

Foley’s Eagles hit a cold spot against Providence in Newton
By

Victoria Johnson

Heights Staff

suffered a 3-2 loss in a gut-wrench-

The ball leaves the visitor’s foot
and rolls towards the left post as the
keeper dives to grab it.
“Five ...” The ball brushes the
keeper’s fingertips and rolls past the
goal line. The black jerseys gather
and cheer as they rob the home
team of a win and send the game
to overtime.
Boston Collegewomen’s soccer
(6-3-0, 0-0 ACC) hosted the Providence College Friars (6-2-0,0-0 Big
East) on Sunday when the Eagles

ing double-OT game.
Both teams came out hot and
were aggressive for the first 30 minutes, helpingto maintain a fast pace
of play. The Eagles’ solid defense
allowed for quick transitions and
strong offensive plays but the team
struggled to find the net.
Providence took control and
broke in to challenge goalkeeper
Alex Johnson. She dove left and

...”

The announcer’s voice echoes
through the speakers. “Ten Nine
...

The swarm of black jerseys
breaks
3
Providence
into
Boston College
2
the
penaltybox. “Eight...” The defenders in white dodge left and right
to catch their foes. “Seven ...” One
black jersey emerges from the pack
in front of the goal.The home team’s
...”

goalkeeper is ready to pounce. “Six

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

AMELIE

See Soccer vs. PC, B3
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Catherine Zimmerman’s third goal of the year, assisted by Rachel Ugolik, won it for Providence in the 100th minute.

Field Hockey: BC splits weekend

Men’s Soccer: Wolfpack wins it

The Eagles kept BU off the board against BC
in 2015, but fell to No. 1 Connecticut. ...B4

BC couldn’t go the distance in its first ACC action, falling in doubleovertime to NC State.. B2

TU/TD
Women’s

soccer

B2
B2

B2

The
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THUMBS Eagles falter, drop two in Holly Young Invitational

UPV

BC lost its first two matches but
won against New Hampshire.
By

Jack Farris

For The Heights

GETTING PAID
Shout out to
Howard University, which received a nice little paycheck
in exchange for a few hours
of public humiliation and disgrace. On a brighter note,
former BC star Luke Kuechly
signed a contract extension
that made him the highest-paid
middle linebacker in the league,
and deservedly so.
-

Congratulations are in
order for former BC quarterback
Tyler Murphy, who made his NFL

DEBUTS

-

debut with the Pittsburgh Steelers
on Thursday. Murphy’s impres-

Over this past weekend,
women’s volleyball travelled to
the University of New Hamp-

shire for the annual Holly Young
Invitational.
Along with the Eagles, New
Hampshire welcomed Michigan
State and Delaware. The tournament was played in honor of
former UNH volleyball team
member Holly Young. In 2008,
Young lost her battle with Ewing’s Sarcoma, a rare form of
bone cancer.
Work for the Eagles began
Friday afternoon, when the
women took on Michigan State

at 4:30 p.m.

Meeting for only the second time in program history, the Eagles needed
to come out strong against

this fierce, top-25 opponent.
Despite their best effort, they
fell to Michigan State by a score
of 3-0.

third set. Delaware responded
to this setback with a fast start
to the fourth, going up 9-3.

The Eagles fought hard all set,
overcoming the early deficit and
taking set four. Despite forcing
the fifth set, the Eagles fell to a
late surge by Delaware, conceding the game to the Blue Hens.
The final matchup of the
weekend put BC against the
host, UNH.

Looking to shake off the loss
to Michigan State, the Eagles

then turned their eyes toward
the Blue Hens of Delaware.
At 10 a.m. on Saturday, day
two kicked off.
Delaware jumped out to an
early lead in the game, taking
the first two sets.
The women of Boston College rallied, however, taking the

Looking to salvage a win
from the weekend, the Eagles
came out hot. They dominated
the first set, trailing just once

against UNH.
This trend continued against
the Wildcats, who were routed
in the second and third sets.
The Eagles picked up their only
win of the weekend in this solid
effort. ¦

ARTHUR BAIUN

/

HEIGHTS STAFF

Outside hitter Katty Workman had 15 kills BC against New Hampshire.

sive transition to wide receiver in

training camp has

us

excited for

what’s in store.

Tyler Rouse fell out
of the picture a bit last season,
as Jonathan Hilliman and Myles
A-ROUSE-D

Alex Johnson shuts out Huskies in 1-0 victory

-

By

Shannon Kelly

For The Heights

Despite playing in the lesser Co-

Willis took the lion’s share of
carries in a crowded backfield.

After 66 minutes of hard play,

Boston College women’s soccer
finally earned a reprieve. Hayley

But he is back with a vengeance
this season, scoring five touchdowns in his first two games.

Dowd, after receiving an excellent pass from Gaby Carreiro,
scored from inside Northeastern
University’s goalie box and dove
to the ground in celebration.
But Dowd’s dive paled in comparison to several other dives
made during the game by her
goalkeeper. Senior Alex Johnson
threw her body to the ground
several times to protect BC’s
goal, pouncing on the ball at
one point so quickly that one of
Northeastern’s forwards had to
jump over her. Johnson’s shutout
allowed Dowd’s goal to seal the
1-0 victory for the Eagles against
the Northeastern Huskies.
Northeastern proved a worthy
opponent in the beginning of the
match, taking its first shot within
the first minute. BC responded
well, taking four shots in the next
15 minutes. BC and Northeastern
ended the half with 10 and three
shots, respectively.
Junior McKenzie Meehan
led BC with six shots during the

THUMBS
BOWN
Maine and
Howard are both bad football
teams. Florida State is not a
bad football team. BC’s offense was average through
the air against the bad teams,
so what can we expect against
the Seminoles? We would have
liked to see D-Wade air it out
a little more against the Bison
before getting pulled.
PREPAREDNESS

-

The results of the long-awaited Notre
Dame ticket lottery were released earlier this month, and
big winners were hard to come
by. With the get-in price on
secondary markets running
upward of $7OO, watching this
one on the couch justbecame a
whole lot more intriguing.
LOSING THE LOTTERY

game, taking the shot count to
15-11 by the end of the game.

-

lonial Athletic Association, BC
head coach Alison Foley thought
Northeastern was great practice
for subsequent ACC games.
“We talked about the Boston
rivalries for all the sports at BC,
when they come over to BC, it’s
always a huge match,” she said.
Foley highlighted NU’s Kayla
Cappuzzo for her speed and ability to make plays, and praised the
Eagles for keeping her at bay
Foley attributed Johnson’s
shutout to her ability to cut
off shots before they become a
threat.
“A lot of work AJ did wasn’t
necessarily saves, but was positioning work, and she made her
job a lot easier,” Foley said.
Johnson never faltered when
a ball came flying toward her,
and every dive, grab, and punt
allowed the midfielders and
forwards to continue their quest
for a goal.
The Huskies, which have the
same number of goals as the
Eagles this season (17), did not
have the follow-through in the
box on corner kicks.

Johnson

owed her perfor-

mance to her defense, who pre-

vented Cappuzzo from talcing
any threatening shots. Meghan
MacDonald, Allyson Swaby, and
Madison Meehan held down the
fort in the back, powerfully kicking the ball into Northeastern’s
half and enabling solid offensive
plays.
“This is probably the best
we’ve looked in the five years I’ve
been here,” Johnson said.
The entire team worked hard
to keep possession of the ball, and
both teams fought aggressively
throughoutthe game, resulting in
multiple foulsfor both teams and
a yellow card for Allyson Swaby.
Dowd’s goal in the 66th minute was her fifth already this
season, and Johnson picked up
her third shutout.
With a record of 6-2-0, the
Eagles are feeling confident about
their first ACC game of the
season in two weeks against
Louisville, but still anticipate
a well-balanced match against
Providence this Sunday.
“We try not to skip ahead
too far, but I think we’re coming
togetherreally nicely,” Foley said.
“We know we’re dangerous.” ¦

FIRST FAKE ESPN’s First Take’s
-

scheduled appearance on the
Heights was unfortunately cancelled, but it might be a blessing
in disguise. BC fans can rejoice
that they will be spared from
having to listen to two men yell
opinionated things very loudly
at each other for two hours.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us

@HeightsSports

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

BC goalkeeperAlex Johnson completed her sixth shutout of the season against Northeastern in a 1-0 win. Junior Hayley Dowd scored the lone goal in the 66th minute against the Huskies.

SHORT
in

SPORTS

ACC Women’s Soccer Standings
Team

Overall

Boston College
Wake Forest
Louisville
NC State
Syracuse

8-0-1
7-0-1
7-0-1
6-0-1
6-0-1
6-1-0
6-1-1
5-2-1
6-3-0
3-2-2
3-3-1
4-4-0
3-4-1

Miami

3-4-0

Virginia Tech
North Carolina
Notre Dame
Clemson
Virginia
Florida State
Pittsburgh

Duke

Numbers to Know

10
The number of Boston College players who
had more individual rushing yards from
scrimmage than Howard had as a team.

0

The number of first downs that Howard had before the fourth quarter. The
Bison finished with two first downs
total.

20

The number of minutesplayed in the second
half after both BC and Howard agreed to
shorten the game by 10 minutes.

Quote of the Week

“ m gonna 86 outta
P
here, get a hot shower,
and hopefully get some
nice a’pizze”
BC football headcoach
Steve Addazio following a
76-0 victory over Howard
University.
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BC puts up the second-most points in school history vs. Bison
positive things to come with the offensive line.

running back Ricquaz Brannon.

to prevent risk of injury according to

thanHilliman played sparingly, mostly
Addazio.
In his place, Myles Willis gained
77 yards onseven carries in his speedy
recoveryfrom a mononucleosis diagnosis last week. Tyler Rouse upped his
case to include his name in the regular starting rotation, locking down
another three rushing touchdowns,
most of them early in the game.
Perhaps the most impressive
ground performance came from
third-string quarterback Jeff Smith,
who showed Tyler Murphy-esque
speed on five carries for 89 yards and
three touchdowns.
Addazio suggested that it might
not be the last time we see Smith and
the dynamism he brings to the table
in this offensive scheme.
“That’s something we knew he
could be,” Addazio said. “He’s exceptionally quick.”
And while it’s important to remember BC’s opponent in all of
this, it poses at least a better sign of

Addazio was not happy at all with
the amount of negative rushing plays
caused by breakdowns in the line last
week against Maine, another FCS opponent. This week gave a little boost
to his confidence.
All of the running came at the
expense of the passing game, which
was quite efficient despite the limited
attempts. Darius Wade tossed 3-5
for 30 yards and a touchdown, while
Troy Flutie and Smith combined to
throw 9-10 for 106 and a TD. The lone
passing positive came from Harrison
Jackson, who made a circus catch
down the left sideline that forced a
review by the Bison.
Defensively, the Eagles shined
again. The unit combined forllTFLs
for a loss of 47 yards, including four
sacks. The highlight-reel sack came
from linebacker Steven Daniels, who
broke past Howard’s center in under
a second to grab Johnson before he
came close to handing off the ball to

special teams unit launched every

1

From BC vs. Howard, B

plays and 17yards. That’s not to mention linebacker Connor Strachan’s
pick-six of Howard quarterbackKalen

Johnson.
After the first, the Eagles had
already put up 41 points. That’s more

than they had scored in any game
since Andre Williams ran for 295
yards and two touchdowns in Las
Cruces, N.M. on Nov. 9, 2013 against
New Mexico State—yes, the same
New Mexico State that broke its contract with BC and forced Brad Bates
to reschedule a second FCS game. The
slaughtering caused the two sides to
agree to shorten the third and fourth
quarters to 10 minutes apiece.
The individual awards? Let’s begin
on offense, where BC racked up a
whopping 483 total yards, most of
which came from the second- and
third-string squads.
As they typically do, the Eagles
racked up 347 yards on the ground
from 10 different backs. Starter Jona-

And if not most important, the
extra point across three different
kickers —Alex Howell, Mike Knoll,
and walk-on Jake Wilhelm.
But still, Florida State looms ahead
this week.
Though Addazio doesn’t question
one bitthat his players don’t recognize
the change in difficulty between an
FCS opponent and the defending
ACC champion, he does worry that
his boys won’t be warmed up to the
game speed.
“What’s going to happen Friday
night is going to be so radically different,” Addazio said. “There’s nothing
in between.”
Nevertheless, the Eagles have
something to celebrate given their
performance. They shook off any
initial rust from last week’s Maine
game, and they put on an interesting
performance, to say the least.
So enjoy your Roggie’s, coach. The

season begins on Friday. ¦

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Eagles ran wild against Howard on Saturday afternoon, combining for 347 yards on the ground and 11 touchdowns. Jeff Smith (5, top right) ran for 89 yards and three touchdowns on five carries in his college debut.

Wade is ill-prepared for the jumpfrom Howard to Florida State
they’d be good, but so far—against

1

From Column, B

terrible competition, but scholaranswer that.
It really doesn’t matter what he

or the team has looked like thus far

this season. Those first two teams
Maine and Howard—both come
from the lesser FCS. Brad Bates
and Cos. have paid each hundreds of
thousands of dollars to invite them
up to Chestnut Hill and allow Steve
Addazio’s team to kick the ever-living crap out of them.
Of course, not every Division
1-AA team is created equally. We
all remember then-FCS squadAppalachian State’s epic takedown of
No. 5 Michigan in the Big House.
Four-time defending champion
North Dakota State easily thumps its
yearly FBS foe—in 2013, the Bison
slammed Kansas State; in 2014, lowa
State.
But neither Maine nor Howard
is a particularly good FCS opponent.
The Black Bears went 5-6 a year ago,
while Howard has had only one winning season in the last decade and
lost last week to Appa State 49-0.
Sure, the way the defense has
crushed the opposition might give
some reason for optimism. We knew
—

ship-receiving football players
nonetheless—they’ve looked like the
'B5 Bears. The running game seems
to be up to snuff, too, although that
shouldn’t come as much of a surprise given BC’s ground excellence
from the last two seasons.
Despite playing a pair of cupcake
games, Addazio has been unwilling
to unleash his sophomore quarterback and his inexperiencedreceiving
corps. Wade has attempted only
38 passes total in his collegiate
career—30 this season and only five
from the Howard game.
And he hasn’t been blowing
away defenses. He’s completed 17
of those30 passes he has thrown
this year, for a total of 185 yards. So
far, he has about the same career
completion percentage as Murphy.
It’s a small sample size, but Murphy
completed 57 percent of his passes
against tough defenses, including a
few—Louisville, Penn State, Clemson—that ended up in the top-10.
Wade is a quarterback who is
marketed, and markets himself, as
more of a threat in the aerial game.
Yet he’s completed 57 percent of his

passes against FCS defenses.
A huge component ofbecoming
a better quarterback is developing
relationships with your receivers.
You don’t need to put up mindshattering numbers like Chad
Pennington and Randy Moss did at
Marshall in 1997. Chase Rettig and
Alex Amidon didn’t set the world on
fire at BC. But they got to the point
where their chemistry was so great
that wherever Rettig threw the ball
or whatever route Amidon ran, the
Eagles gained yardage.
At this point, Wade hasn’t gotten
the chance to develop that relationship with his receivers. He has told
me he has an excellent connection
with Thadd Smith, the sophomore
who entered the season as the top
receiver on BC’s depth chart, from
a 7-on-7 tournament at IMG Academy. But, as Addazio points out
routinely, playing 7-on-7 is not the
same as real game action. Andwhile
Wade has attempted a couple of
deep, well-thrown passes to Smith,
they haven’t landed—Smith has only
caught two passes for 26 yards thus
far in 2015.
A lot of this has to come down
on the play calling. The Eagles have

attempted 40 passes total compared
to 89 rushing attempts, a difference
of more than 70-30.

Everyone and their mother knew
that BC could run the ball up the gut
and down the throatof the Bison’s
pitiful defense. So why didn’t they
try to go against the typical gameplan and air it out down the field?
It’s not as if Addazio wasn’t
above reaching into his bag of
tricks—after all, following BC’s
third touchdown, the Eagles tried
to go for a two-point conversion.
Although there’s nothing impressive
about lighting up Howard’s secondary, Wade shouldn’t have his first
attempt at seriously trying out his
arm against Florida State.
It also makes little sense why
Wade wasn’t used in longer drives,
when he’d have the opportunity to
air out the ball. Granted, BC had few
of those on Saturday, but when the
team did, it was Troy Flutie or Jeff
Smith behind center. But even in
the short drives that BC got within
Howard’s red zone, the playbook
seemed to stick to running the ball.
Even if running is the Eagles’
gameplan when they enter the red
zone—something that makes sense

given BC’s strength is still in the running game—there

need to be backup

options. Look at the Louisville game
last season, when the Cardinals

shut down Jonathan Hilliman and
Murphy on the ground. BC had no
choice but to go to the passing game.
That didn’t work out so well—Murphy threw four interceptions, three
of which came in the fourth quarter.
Addazio made a fair point at his
press conference on Saturday. He
didn’t want to risk players getting
hurt in a blowout game, and he
didn’t want to be stubborn about
keeping his starters in when there
was nothing to be gained but playing
time. That’s a reasonable response,
especially since Wade’s right hamstring had been acting up throughout the week.
But both Addazio and Wade
assured me that his hamstring was
both completely fine and had no
direct correlation with the coaching
staff’s decision to sit the new face of
their amateur franchise. And even
the head coach, who was all smiles
on Saturday, found the lack ofplaying time for his main guys troubling.
“In my heart, I knew that wasn’t
enough for our ones,” Addazio said.

As for Wade, he still feels
confident in his ability to throw the
ball despite the lack ofplaying time.
When asked whether he felt he got
enough attempts on Saturday, he
replied with a laugh: “You gotta do
what coach tells you to do.”
Based on his high school stats
and highlight videos, I wouldn’t be
surprised if Wade lets a few balls fly
deep into the heart of an ESPNbroadcasted, Massachusetts night.
But expect to see, at least, a
shaky start. As confident as he may
be, Wade still hasn’t seen a defense
as hungry as the Seminoles. Although they don’t put up fearsome
numbers compared to the one he
will face down the road in Death
Valley, they still have bigger bodies
and better athletes than FCS teams
can field.
And just one extra quarter
behind center might’ve made the
difference between a top-10 upset
and another loss at the unrelenting
hands of the Tomahawk Chop.

Michael Sullivan is the Sports
Editor for The Heights. lie
can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Friars halt BC’s hot streak with thrilling double overtime win
1

From Soccer vs. PC, B

right

deny any goal and send the
ball up to her offensive players. On
to

the other end, PCs Kristyn Shea was
doing the exact same thing.
The goalies battled back and
forth, denying every ball from
touching the back of the net. In
the 37th minute, the Friars’ Rachel
Ugolik dribbled up center and bent
the ball into the upper left corner
of the goal.
Itlooked like Johnson was there
but the shot was just out of reach,
brushing her fingertips before hitting the back of the net. With two
injuries and plenty of missed opportunities, the Eagles needed to think
of anew gameplan before heading
into the second half down 1-0.
At halftime the Eagles had a lot
to talk about. “We knew what system they were going to play,” head
coach Alison Foley said. “I didn’t
think that they were that dangerous in terms ofbeing up top but we
talked about winning the50-50 sand

making sure we go through on our

an opportunity and slid a low roller

tackles, defend hard, and win the
second balls.”
Coming out for the second half,
BC stormed down the field to put
pressure on Shea. The Eagles were

right past Johnson’s fingers to tie the

clearly hungry for

a

goal. Eight

minutes into the half, Gaby Carriero passed to Lauren Bernard,
who turned the ball to Meehan,
who one-timed it into the goal to
tie the match.
Minutes later, Meehan was sent
out with a bloody nose. When she
returned she was hot out of the gate.

The Eagles ran down the field and
Berman crossed it to Meehan, who
nailed it into the back of the net to
score

her ninth goal of the season

and giver her team a 2-1 lead.
For the remainder of the match,
BC tried to slow the game down
and playkeep-away from the Friars.
With 30 seconds to go, PC snagged
the ball away and tookit downfield.
BC’s defense attempted to pop the
ball out but got tripped up with just
seconds to go. TheFriar’s Ugolik saw

game 2-2. In the first overtime, BC
saw plenty of opportunities on goal

but each shot went wide or found
Shea’s hands, leaving the game tied
at 2-2.
After a two-minute intermission
both teams were ready for a second
attempt at sudden victory. Just 22
seconds in, Catherine Zimmerman
sent a low roller into the net, taking advantage of the extra space.
The Friars stormed the field as the
Eagles flocked back to the bench
in defeat.
The Eagles are not discouraged
from this tough loss. Once the team
finds its flow it knows it will be a
force to be reckoned with.
“Right now it seems like either
Elayley Dowd is on and McKenzie’s
not or McKenzie’s on and Elayley’s not,” Foley said. “We hope to
get them both clicking on game
day. Along with the help of Gaby
Carriero, we will be a lot more

dangerous.”*

AMELIE TRIEU/ HEIGHTS STAFF

BC held the lead for most of the game, but Rachel Ugolik’s goal in the 90th minute send the two to overtime.
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Eagles take down crosstown rivals in overtime thriller
By

Jim Hill

Heights Staff

DAN IELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Terriers put BC on its heels early, but the Eagles struck last in OT thanks to an Emily McCoy game-winner.

Entering the contest at New
Balance Field this past Friday,
No. 10 Boston College and No. 19
Boston
Boston Univ.
1
UniBoston College 2
versity
field hockey had their all-time
series record tied: 17-17-4. But
after the conclusion of that climactic match, the Eagles had
seized a one-game lead over their
crosstown rivals, winning 2-1 in
overtime.
“Credit to BU for putting us
on our heels from the start of the
game,” BC head coachKelly Doton
said. “But our girls were persistent
and pushed through some missed
traps and poor decision-makingto
get the win.”
As Doton noted, the match
was highly contested from the
beginning. Both the BC and BU
squads quickly moved the ball
close to one another’s goals, posing plenty of challenges to the
backs. In addition, both sides
succeeded in causing upfield
pressure, leading to additional

offensive chances.

BU scored the first goal of the
match, taking a 1-0 lead in the
12th minute. Assisted by junior
back Bea Baumberger Altirriba,
junior forward Madeline McClain netted the goal, swatting
a shot beneath the pads of BC
goalkeeper Leah Settipane. The
score was McClain’s second in as
many games.
BC responded with a goal of
its own 10 minutes later, tying the
game 1-1. Receiving a pass from
freshman midfielder Frederique
Haverhals, who took the corner
for BC, junior midfielder Emily
McCoy sent the ball hurtling past
BU netminder Cammy Jensen
with a powerful swing from the
top of the striking circle.
While the first 45 minutes
ended in a tie, BU came close to
taking the lead. Late in the first
half, a shot ricocheted into BC’s
net, causing the BU players to
raucously celebrate. But the goal
was called back in the ensuing seconds, leaving the 1-1 standstill.
The score stayed locked at
1-1 throughout the second half,
despite the BC and BU squads’

best efforts. Though both teams
mounted steady attacks, with each
having opportunities to gain an
edge, great goalkeeping kept the
score level. Over the course of the
half, Settipane and Jensen made
a combined eight saves—the
BC
goalkeeper collected three, and
her BU counterpart collected
five.
With the score tied 1-1 at the
end of 90 minutes, the contest
entered sudden-death overtime.
Sensing the gravity of the situation, BC worked to end the game
quickly and efficiently. The Eagles
moved the ball upfield, and, after
receiving a crafty pass from freshman midfielder Ymke Rose Gote,
McCoy neatly flicked a shot past
Jensen’s right leg, winning the
game for BC a mere three minutes
into overtime.
The Eagles now stand 4-1
on the season. The Terriers, on
the other hand, now have a 3-2
record.
“The in-season game versus
BU is always the same,” Doton
said. “A hard-fought battle by
both teams, and tonight was no
different.” ¦

BC falls to No. 1 UConn despite Settipanne’s seven saves
By

Bernard Ho

junior Anna Middendorf.
Veitner and Sophie Bowden
assisted the goal from a penalty

For The Heights

Looking to upset for a second consecutive year, Boston
College field hockey took a trip
south to
2
Connecticut
Storrs,
Boston College 1
Conn.
to take on the University of
Connecticut. The Huskies,
despite being a higher-seeded
opponent, barely edged out
2-1 victory.
UConn boasts the

the

NCAA’s

top scorer Charlotte Veitner,
while BC features Emily Mc-

Coy, who is 16th in the nation
in assists.
Playing against a top-seeded,
undefeated opponent proved
to be difficult, as the Huskies
dominated throughout the
game.
The Huskies accumulated 13

shots on goal, compared to the
one shot on goal. The
now fall to 4-2, while
UConn improves to 6-0.
The Huskies put one on the
scoreboard 10 minutes into
the game with a nice tip-in by

Eagles’
Eagles

corner.

Fighting an uphill battle, the
Eagles kept it tight throughout
the first quarter, ultimately
scoring five minutes into the
second half.
Junior Romee Stiekema
notched her first assist of the
season with a spectacular pass
to senior Kelcie Hromisin, who
scored with a nice shot from
just outside the arc.
The resilience did not prove
to be enough, as Veitner scored
the Huskies’ second goal, which
proved the difference in the
game.

Goalkeeper Leah Settipane
worked hard all afternoon, with
an impressive seven saves for
the game.
Her resilience and determination encapsulated the Eagles’
field hockey team.
At the beginning on the
second half, Settipane saved
three shots on target in a span
of five minutes, with two shots
on target coming off penalty

corners.

At the beginning of the second half, junior Emily McCoy
earned a yellow card that resulted in a five-minute temporary
suspension for McCoy. McCoy,
a serious offensive threat with
a .238 shooting percentage, was
desperately missed during her

suspension.
Playing a woman down
proved to be fatiguing, as the

Eagles gave up a second, gameclinching goal a mere 10 minutes after the suspension.
Despite falling to a 4-2 record, the Eagles now look forward to the next game against
No. 3 Syracuse.
The Eagles look to notch
their fifth victory of the season
back at Chestnut Hill.
The Eagles and first year
head coach Kelly Doton definitely took a lot away from the
game.

Understanding that they
could compete with the first
seed is a huge confidence booster and will undoubtedly be a
positive influence on the next
game. ¦

GRAHAM BECK / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

The Eagles were overmatched by the undefeated Huskies. BC has lost two out of three gamessince starting 3-0.

Swarming defense was the key to victory against Howard
1

From BC Defense, B

The Eagles turned up the heat
on quarterback Kalen

Johnson

on Howard’s next drive,

forcing

an interception that linebacker

Connor Strachan returned for a
touchdown.
BC had scored 14 points
in less than three minutes and
showed no sign of slowing
down.
“Asa defense, you take pride
in being able to set the tone of
the game,” Strachan said. “We
want to be out on the field right
away, every time.”
Fleck’s next punt came out
of the back of the end zone once
again, and the BC rushers got to
him before he could get the ball
away cleanly.
The ball was tipped at the
line and recovered by receiver
Drew Barksdale, resulting in
yet another touchdown two
plays later.
All in all, BC scored three
touchdowns in the first four
minutes, despite running just
three offensive plays.
Head coach Steve Addazio
praised his team’s effort, but did
show some concern for the impending game on Friday against
the Seminoles.
“You get a little bit better in
that game, but your fear is that
what’s going to happen on Friday
night,” Addazio said.
With the game firmly out of

reach at halftime, both schools
agreed to shorten the final two
quarters by five minutes each,
quickening the game and minimizing the risk of injuries for
players on both teams. It is
within Atlantic Coast Conference rules to do so, as long as
both institutions accept the

change.
Gary Harrell, head coach of
Howard, said the officials came
to him with the proposal before
he got a chance to speak with
Addazio.
While Harrell wanted his
team to continue fighting, he
also looked at the situation realistically, realizing the game was
a lost cause.
“We wanted to make sure, as
team,
a
that we’re not quitting,
but understanding where we
are,” Harrell said. “We want to be
competitive, but also injury-free,
going into next week.”
Howard players and coaches
were in relatively good spirits
following the game, looking
forward to next week’s nationally televised contest against
Hampton University.
After getting outscored a
combined 125-0 by Appalachian
State and BC, the Bison will
finally get a chance to pick on
someone its own size.
Even the mascots were havman and
ing some fun—the
woman behind the anthropomorphic bison costumes

DREW HOO

/
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Howard never stood a chance against the stronger and faster Eagles, who limited the Bison to only 11 total yards from scrimmage for the entire game.
were laughing with each other

shouting, “We’ll still win
next weekf’Unfortunately for
and

the Eagles, they can’t speak so
confidently about their next
opponent.
Alumni Stadium will undoubtedly have an electric atmosphere—in addition to being

BC’s annual Friday night game,
ESPN is filming a special live
edition of SportsCenter from BC
before the game begins.

But Florida State has owned
BC the past five years, taking
each contest regardless of loca-

tion since 2010.
Running back Dalvin Cook

had one of the best performances on FSU history on Saturday,
rushing for 266 yards and three
touchdowns in a win over the
University of South Florida.
With BC returning one of
the top rushing defenses in the
country, it will be interesting
to see if FSU head coach Jimbo

Fisher decides to throw more
and test the BC secondary.
But if the BC defense and
special teams units hold up as
well as they have against Maine
and Howard, BC fans should be
saying “we’ll still win next week!”
after every game for the rest of
the season. ¦
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COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED
$$

FREE ROOM

SPERM DONORS WANTED $$

Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

the SAMURAI OF

FREE ROOM FOR STUDENTS

Free private room for student
with car in exchange for transit
to main campus daily.
Fr. Joseph Nolan, 617 552 3894.
Office is Stokes 338.

INTERESTED IN
PLACING A CLASSIFED
AD?
EMAIL
ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

PUZZLES By The Mepham Group

ACROSS
1 Short pants?
6 Boston or Chicago
10 Sound of relief
14 Mendelssohn’s
Opus 20, e.g.
15 One-on-one sport
16 Con artist, for one
17 Blueprint spec...
or, allowable
hours for hound
sounds?
19 Naysayer
20 Leßron’s Miami
uniform number
21 Mr. I: old
whodunit game
22 Initial
24 Blueprint spec...
or, jobfit for a
king’s silversmith?
27 The ,
Netherlands
30 Regular TV show
31 Bestows
splicing
33
34 ‘Top Geart airer
37 Gets ready for
lunch, maybe
38 Scrub
40
We Are”:
Estefan hit
41 Look over
42 “How now? _?”:
Hamlet, before
mistakenly
slaying Polonius
43
column
45 Used a plane on
47 Useful quality
48 Blueprint spec...
or a ’6os-’7os
rock group
conceding a
poker hand?
52 Tater Tots maker
53
fault
54 Words of
agreement
57 Improvisational
style
58 Blueprint spec...
or an MGM
heartthrob’s
cousin from the
Netherlands?
62 Manuscript end.
63 Shell competitor
64 Soul singer
Adams
65 Begun: Abbr.
66 Study, say
67 Name on a Yorba
Linda library
“

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow these rules:
• Number can appear only once in each row
• Number can appear only once in each column
• Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
• The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

By Jeff Stillman

DOWN
1 Slew
2 Berry rich in
antioxidants
3 “Come Sail
Away” band
4 Service station?
5 Inflamed
6 Moistens, in a way
7 Gl’s mail drop
8 Unfamiliar
9 “State Fair”
setting
10 Crisscross
patterns
11 Rajah’s tongue
12 Downed
13 Twist and
compress
18 Revival prefix
23 Sheltered,
nautically
36 Bird was one,
24 Contemptible
briefly
ones
39 Took its toll?
25 Ruled out
40 Kettle emission
26 Gl chow
42 Ardent
27 Cloud
44 Ideal
28 Out of town
45 Ready to be
29 Yawn
printed
32 One who might
46 Many a late '9os
play under a
startup
balcony
34 Uncle
48 “Pippin” Tony
winner
35 “Up hill, down
Bums
49 Ocean predators

FOR DAILY UPDATES,

GET YOUR BC

NEWS ONLINE AT
BCHEIGHTS.COM.

_

/
/

50 Numerical
extreme
51 Circus sound
54 Goat with Iberian
and Siberian
species
55 Like some saxes
56 Inconsequential
59 Gl show gp.
60 General on a
takeout menu
61 Will Smith title
role

\
\

N
\

SMOKEY
¦

-

»£S*sr

Cool under
cabin pressure.

/

s
s

1.

Realize that wildfires burn more than 4 million acres every year.

2. Cutalong dotted line.
3. Repeat this phrase: “Only You Can Prevent Wildfires.”

lJ:»j!l;?ill[ilii

Pass It
values.com a'/sw™

istn vuiiL kLuLm
9 out of 10 wildfires are caused by humans. 9 out of 10 wildfires can be prevented.

SMOKEYBEAR.COM
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‘Narcos’ is a brutal and believable biopic for the small screen
By

Caleb Griego

Heights Staff
A family man. A leader. A politician. Robin
Hood. A bandit. An executioner. A druglord.
These conflicting sides ofinfamous Colombian
drug traffickerPablo Escobar would inevitably
clash as he amassed his fortune and built his
empire. Narcos, anew Netflix original series,
tells the tale of Escobar’s aspirations and rage
during
NARCOS
his rise
Chris Brancato
to power,
which
eventu-

ally made

him the world’s preeminent cocaine supplier.
With corruption running rampant, agents of
the U.S. DEA enter Colombia to uproot the
intimidating drug entrepreneur in his own
country. Narcos offers compelling commentary on drugs, poverty, national sovereignty,
and a slew of other topics, engrossing audiences in all its licentiousness.
Beginning in 1970s Colombia, Narcos
introduces us to Pablo Escobar (Wagner
Moura), who has begun to lay the foundation

of his enterprise, making ties and exhibiting
his cunning in the budding cocaine business.
In Miami, DEA agent Steve Murphy (Boyd
Holbrook) sees an influx of cocaine begin to
wreak havoc on the populace. In an effort to
thwart the invasion ofcocaine, Murphy travels
to Colombia and teams up with experienced
Colombian agent Javier Pena (Pedro Pascal)
to attempt to cut off supply at the source.
Meanwhile, Pablo begins producing on an
industrial-level scale and turns his sight to
other, more ambitious goals, including the
presidency ofColombia.
The performances of Narcos feel genuine
and grounded in the reality of the subject matter. Based on the real-life events surrounding
the Medellin Cartel, the actors give the characters they portray enough breadth to animate
them adequately, but not enough to become
caricatures of their real life counterparts.
Specifically, Moura, as Escobar, is harsh yet
fair in many circumstances. Though it would
be easy to shroud the character in the sins of
his profession, in many cases the audience may
side with Escobar and his pursuits. Moura does
well to show Escobar as a commanding and
intimidating figure, while not stripping him

of his humanity. In many scenes, viewers are

remindedofEscobar’s vulnerability—as

a man

who has come from nothing, he fears that all
he has worked for may soon be stripped away
at any moment.
Holbrook and Pascal as DEA agents
Murphy and Pena, respectively, bring strong
performances on the opposing side. In a similar style to Moura, both actors offer grounded
portrayals and their believability is almost
never a question. Both lack some character
development, however, and are left with ambiguous motivations.
Pena comes into the scene suddenly, but
brings a unique and passionate point of view
to the audience. Pascal does not disappoint
as a suave, confident, and determined agent,
resolved at ridding Colombiaof drug violence
by any means.
In many ways, Narcos feels like a documentary adaptation for television. Instead of
splicing newsreels, the acting and cinematography are used to tell a very real story. A
criticism of many “based on a true story”
works is that they often mess up the events
or skew the events in favor of one side. For
every A Bridge Too Far (1977), we also get

GAUMONT INTERNATIONALTELEVISION

Netflix’s latest series focuses on the rise of the 1970’s Colombian drug lord, Pablo Escobar.
several Pearl Harbors (2001). Even in recent
times, other critically acclaimed biopic pictures like Zero Dark Thirty (2012) have been
critiqued for their one-sidedness. Narcos
brings that sentiment of realism and fairness to the eyes of viewers, but it also does
so through television. Through presentation
of the brutal material, Narcos does offer up
a more fair view of the blow dealers, it does
not condone their actions, nor should it in

any sane viewer’s mind.
It will be interesting to see how Narcos
unfolds. Maybe the future of the biopic
picture lies in episodic series, which can
give the subject matter more honest due
diligence than a standard two-hour movie.
In time, these shows may be adequate representations of histories we already know,
and a powerful way to glean insight into
those we don’t. ¦

The piano man, Ben Folds, still has it

SCREEN GEMS

WEEKEND BOX OFFICE REPORT
TITLE

51:50 RECORDS

WEEKEND GROSS

WEEKS IN RELEASE

1. THE PERFECT GUY

26.7

1

2. THE VISIT

25.7

1

3. WAR ROOM

7.4

3

4. A WALK IN THE WOODS

4.6

2

5. MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE-ROGUE NATION

4.2

7

6. STRAIGHTOUTTA COMPTON

4.1

5

7. NO ESCAPE

2.9

3

8. THE TRANSPORTER REFUELED

2.7

2

9. 90 MINUTES IN HEAVEN

2.2

1

10. UN GALLO CON MUCHOS HUEVOS

1.9

2

‘So There’ blends disparate elements of pop, rock, and classical music into something both engangingand remarkably profound.
By

Sean McGowen

For The Heights
In Ben Folds’ childhood home, there was
a half-smashed stack of unmarked 45-inch
records. They belonged to his mother, who
had a fondness for Fats Domino, Little Richard,
and Elvis Presley. On the merit of the first two
artists, her son agreed—Folds wore down the
grooveson every album by black piano-playing artists

SO THERE
Ben Folds

that he
could get

his hands
on. The
Elvis records, however, he shattered. Broke them all to
pieces 'til it rained vinyl in the living room.
“There was no grit to it,” he recalled recently in an interview with Kevin Poliak. “That
all just sounded like Vegas to me.”
Since then he has cut a few odd, edgy
tracks of his own. Employing an eye for banal-

ity and small tragedy that recalls Carver and
Updike, Folds has imbued the art of the pop
song with sadness, satire, and wryhumor. He
has collaborated with Captain Kirk and Weird
Al, judged NBC’s The Sing-Off, and made
piano-driven “punk rock for sissies” a genre
to be reckoned with on the charts.
But the grit hasn’t gone anywhere. On So
There, his recent collaboration with New York
classical ensemble yMusic, Ben Folds delivers
his most nuanced, cheeky, and deceptively
devastating collection to date. He’s in full form

here, approaching lyric writing and orchestral
composition with equal parts honesty and
quirky artfulness.
In one sense, So There is a tight pop album
with a tale. The first half-eight windswept
tracks of melodic, lyrical camber rock—could
stand on its own fairly well without the B-side’s
long, complex classical opus. Standout tracks
like the lush, rhythmic opener “Capable of
Anything” and early-70s ballad inspired “Long
Way To Go” would be enough to prop up any
decent pop pianist’s live set list for months.
But the album’s true pleasure comes from
the subtle interplay between its two sections.
Both parts are masterfully written, and the
space between them is less a clear dividethan
a fault line. It marks a separation, yet allows
elements of each side’s style, structure and
form to bleed across. The result is one troubling, cohesive portrait of dependence and
regret, painted with strokes of Elton John, Neil
Sedaka, and George Gershwin.
Folds has incorporated orchestras before
(most notably on his beautiful 2001 ballad The
Luckiest), but yMusic serves a much greater
purpose. Rather than hanging back and offering drawn-out chords of accompaniment,
the sextet becomes an integral part of the
structure. They offera deep,flowing countermelody on the doo-wop inspired title track,
and carry a majority ofthe plaintive “Yes Man.”
When Folds sings, “Now I’m cryin’ all the way
from the Photo-mat / ’Cause I see that I’ve got
more chins than a Chinese phonebook” on the
latter track, it’s the orchestral arrangement

that keeps us just north of total insanity.
Musically, things come to a head at the
conclusion of the pop section in a slow-building ballad called “I’m Not the Man.” One
minute in, there’s a moment of near-perfect
cohesion between all the albums pieces. Flute,
clarinet, and the string trio converge under a
rolling right-hand piano line, introduced by
the simple, demotic phrase: “I’m not the man
I used to be.” This is the opposite of the boring, self-indulgent gimmick that this project
could have become.
But Folds hasn’t lost his sense of humor.
Jokes and turns of phrase abound, reaching
peak ridiculousness on “FlO-D-A” (composed around the double entendre “F’d in
the A with a D”). Even this, however, shares
musical DNA with Bach and Beethoven.
The whole song is a single, simple phrase,
manipulated throughout—a baroque trope
employed again in the second movement of
the classical piece.
What’s remarkable about that song, and
the album itself, is that it blends so many
seemingly disparate elements into somethingprofound and engaging. It is at once a
reluctant embrace and rebuke of modernity,
incorporating lines about “a note composed
with thumbs and phones” without irony,
while describing the liberation that comes
with throwing one’s cell phone into the water
for good. It cracks crude jokes, but couches
them in age-old questions, and it relies on old
instruments, playing arrangements so fresh
that they sounds brand new. ¦

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

TRISTAR PICTURES

BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. THE GIRL IN THE
SPIDER’S WEB
David Lagercrantz
2. PURITY
Jonathan Franzen
3. GO SETA WATCHMEN
Harper Lee
4. STAR WARS: AFTERMATH
Chuck Wendig
5.
Sue Grafton

6. THE GIRL ON THETRAIN
Paula Hawkins
7. ALL THE LIGHT WE
CANNOTSEE
Anthony Doerr
8. UNDERCOVER
Danielle Steel
9. THE SOLOMON CURSE
Clive Cussler
10. THE NATURE OFTHE BEAST
Louise Penny
SOURCE: New York Times

Pop-rock band Duran Duran stays hungry, relevant in the 21st century
By

Juan Olawarria

Heights Editor
The insanity continues, though for many
“duranies,” it never stopped. Think of all the
moderately successful musical acts of the
‘Bos, and when you think you have it, ask how
many remain even marginally relevant in
today’s musical landscape. The answer? Not
that many.
For the
younger
PAPER GODS
generaDuran Duran
tion, the
‘Bos has
achieved
that mythical juncture in time where it is considered
retro, and by extension, desirable. The era
found itself defined by the striking mastery of
Michael Jackson, a demigod ofpop music, but
few escaped the clutches of musical oblivion
with popularity shifting as rapidly as the tastes
it depends on (just ask yourself how many
disco artists you know).
Duran Duran, known for its controversial
musical videos and its hit single “Hungry Like

the Wolf? escaped the realm of irrelevancy by
avoiding the often detrimental “diversification”
phase and instead retaining their identity—and
core members —for over three decades.
Paper Gods is Duran Duran’s 14th studio
album and first since 2010. It possesses all of
the elements that catalyzed its rise to stardom:
Simon Le Bon’s refreshing vocal range that can
make you both bump to a contagious beat and
reminisce on a distant past, its upbeat synthpop mix, and the steady stream of social commentary sprinkled throughout the album.
Unlike many of their previous works, especially their much-maligned 2010 effort AW
YouNeed IsNow, Paper Gods manages to keep
their characteristic punk-meets-EDM style
and infuse it with an invigorating new age pop
sound made possibleby its surprisingly large
list of contributors, including the former Red
Hot Chili Pepper JohnFrusciante and Lindsay
Lohan (yes, you read that right).
The album owes much of its sound and
success to the work the band embarked on
with producer Mr. Hudson—made famous
by his collaborations with both Kanye West
and Jay-Z—and the revival of the deeply ‘Bos
synthesizer-based sound experience spurred

by Pharrell Williams’ “Blurred Lines,” and
“Happy.”
During arecent interview with Time magazine, keyboardist Nick Rhodes explained the
reasoning behind their current sound: “We
often talk as a band, 'Who are our contemporaries? Who are doing anything in the same
spectrum as we are?’”
“You can’t really stay around for this
long and still be crap,” he said. “Making
another record is not necessarily the easy
route to take. It has a lot to do with not
being intimidated by past success and not
looking down.”
“Paper Gods,” the album’s first single,
wastes no time in making the band’s view
on the current state of affairs in the music
industry abundantly clear. Mixed in between
the uplifting chorus and soothing bridges, Le
Bon puts forth an indictment of the superficiality of the “paper world” he lives in and its
dependence on material possessions.
Often working with unknown entities in
the industry yields unpredictable results, ft
seems almost a flip of a coin: it can either
be a resounding success or a catastrophic
failure—adding Lindsay Lohan definitely fits

WARNER BROS. RECORDS

Duran Duran is aided by Mr. Hudson and Lindsay Lohan on its latest album, ‘Paper Gods.’
the above description,but her sultry spoken
word in “Danceophobia” is remarkably bold
and welcomed.
“You Kill Me With Silence” adds a previously unheard intensity to Le Bon vocal range
that feels almost like a plea to an unresponsive entity. It’s the type of song you listen to
cruising on the highway after a long day in
search ofvalidation and catharsis, ft achieves
the most spiritual—if it can be deemed

that—quality of the entire album.
The album delivers the type of sound that
feels right at home in the current musical
climate, but finds it not in the over diversification of their identity, but rather, it stems from
a combination ofnew ideas and the dynamics
that made Duran Duran popular. Although it
runs for perhaps two songs too long, Paper
Gods delivers the type of sound thatleaves the
listener hungry (like a wolf) for more. ¦
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Juice, alongside Bolton, packs The Middle East Downstairs

ARTHUR BAIUN

Popular pop-funk outfit Juice, joinedby William Bolton and Kyle Thornton and the Company, nestled into the Middle East Downstairs on Thursday, performing its campus classics G
“ old” and “Where

8

From Juice, from B

between violinist/rapper Christian
Rougeau, MCAS TB, Kamau Burton,
MCAS T 7, on the acoustic guitar and
falsetto, and lead singer Ben Stevens,
CSOM T7.
“Gold” doesn’t just have that exchange
between Vu and Moss. Burton sings in
the chorus, “For sure my girl can love
me better / Let’s go explore your every
treasure.” Stevens responds and leads
pretty much everyone in “G-o-o-o-o-l-d
/ We all about the gold.” Rougeau comes
in with a electric violin solo, in lieu of
a verse or two.

While they have plenty of quality

originals, Juice can really cover a song.
They covered lohn Mayer’s “Gravity,”
a vehicle for Steven’s alpha to omega
vocal range. Burton was a revelation
on the Commodores’ “Brick House.”
And Juice is always kicking around
an R&B classic. This go around it was
Kanye West’s “Gold Digger.” Stevens did
an impeccable impersonation of Jamie
Fox’s Ray Charles impersonation. It was
probably the most exciting moment of
the show, proof that you’re not the only
one who knows every lyric to “Gold
Digger.” It’s you and anyone between 20
and 30 years old.
For its encore, the band came out with
Earth, Wind, and Fire’s “September.” It’s

a lot like a

Juice song in the way it’s a
celebration of fun and good vibes and
the way Burton and Stevens’ voices
jump in and around each other through
the tune.
For an added bonus, the horn section
of Kyle Thornton and Company (and
eventually the whole band and then
much of the crowd) joined Juice on stage
for the tune. Bolton was up there, too.
Bolton has always seemed more
ambitious than the run-of-the-mill BC
musician, but in his set, he backed it
up with all the required sweat. With
“Bolton” emblazoned on the back of his
long-sleeve tee, he has come to cut a
genre all to himself. Bolton’s best tunes,

his classics are full of catchy bravado and
vulnerability all at once. He has always
had well-produced stuff on the web.
And he’s generated as much Heights
print as any of his contemporaries
(though Juice is catching up). But
while his production is clean, clear, and
catchy, his live shows have become more
raw. It’s less about recreating the track
and more just conveying the emotion
in a live setting.
Before “September,” Juice had closed
with “Where I Want to Be.” Everyone in
that small Cambridge club knew it. In
a brief moment of usurpation over the
summer, Juice had begun to close its
sets with “Gold.” This time around, the

/
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I Wanna Be.”

band returned “Where I Want to Be” to
its place at the end, where it had rested
and roared through most of its lifespan.
“Gold” is a song about making it. At one
point, Stevens says, “I got 23 watches / I
ain’t ever gonna sell ’em.” It’s just more
confident that “Where I Want to Be.”
And, yes, in most metrics Juice has
made it at BC and now the Middle East,
which Juice can pack more than most
acts. But “Where I Want to Be” is in a lot
ways a humble song, about the journey
from where you are and where you want
to be, “a place so far away.”
It’s a hopeful and ultimately relatable
ending note, that says, “Yeah, we haveall
this, but we still want more.” ¦

Acapellafest brings BC a capella together under one rooffor the Morgan Center

LUCIAS XUAN

/
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The Acapella forces of Boston College united for a good cause in Robsham, forming a diverse troupe of pop stylists and medieval enthusiasts, among others, who brought down the house on behalf of the Morgan Center.

8

From Acapella, from B
performance of “Surgery.”
After a brief video summary of the
Morgan Center’s mission, Morgan Zuch
spoke about her hard-fought battle
with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia.
Cancer-free for 11 years now, Zuch is
currently being recruited to row by a
number of the nation’s top colleges. A
committed volunteer and spokesperson
for the organization, Zuch announced
her new campaign called “Morgan’s Mile
for Cancer.” In hopes of raising money
and awareness for childhood cancer,
Zuch has challenged the public to “get
up and go the extra mile” in any form
of physical activity. Following a rousing

round of applause, Zuch’s father, Rod,
shared his experience with Morgan’s
illness and explained the establishment
of the Morgan Center.
A not-for-profit organization that
strives to provide a normal preschool
education and experience for children
with cancer, the Morgan Center is
funded entirely by private donations.
Established in 2003, the preschool
program provides children afflicted with
cancer the rare opportunity to learn and
socialize with peers—an
opportunity
that would be practically impossible if
not for such specialized organizations
due to the health risks associated with
regular preschool programs.
After intermission, the Heightsmen

took Robsham for a trip through the
ages, throwing it back to the 1950s with
The Penguins’ charming tune, “Earth
Angel.” Owen Lyons, MCAS ’l7, crooned
this piece, making the audience of guys
and dolls swoon over his versatile vocals.
Patrick Fei, MCAS TB, followed up with
an impressive cover of The Weeknd’s
“Earned It.”
The Sharps stepped up to the mic
next, regaling the audience with Lady
Gaga’s “You and I,” an astounding mashup of Jackson s’s “I Want You Back” and
MKTO’s “Classic,” performed by Sherri
Cheng, CSOM TB. With Cheng’s pitchperfect vocals and the group’s inventive
covers of classic songs, this all-girl group
gave its audience even more reason to

love them —that is, apart from their selfidentification as a “fun buncha women
who like to sing and eat chips and dip.”
Next, the Madrigals wowed the
audience with their unique old-fashioned
style. Singing one song in Italian, this
versatile crew’s repertoire and song
choice reaffirmed its undaunted attitude
toward challenging pieces.
To wrap up the night before the
Acoustic’s final song, The Bostonians
brought down the house with two
absurdly good covers of some of today’s
top hits. As the oldest a capella group
on campus, The Bostonians upheld their
impressive reputation. Ben Stevens,
MCAS T7, was met with a thunderous
applause after his cover of Sam Smith’s

“I’m Not the Only One” —a song that
commanded the audience’s attention
with Stevens’ impressive vocal range.
The Bostonians then slipped into
a medley of today’s R&B favorites
including Fetty Wap’s “Trap Queen” and
the cause of everyone’s favorite (cringeworthy) dance craze, Silento’s “Watch
Me (Whip/Nae Nae).”
With the addition of timid newbies
getting their first taste of life in the
Robsham limelight, Friday’s concert
festivities brought in anew wave of
talent and gave BC a preview of what
the groups have in store for the coming
year. Uniting BC’s singing groups for the
first time this year, The Acoustics threw
an a capella party for the ages. ¦

LUCIAS XUAN
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The Days of Summer

Compton blurs
real and reality
‘

’

Summer Lin

Summer Lin is the Asst. Arts Es> Review
Editorfor The Heights. She can be reached
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Juice and Bolton make Middle East ‘gold’
By Ryan

Dowd
Arts ?3 Review Editor
In the Middle East Downstairs, William
Bolton, CSOM ’l6. looked on at Juice. He was
leaning over the ramp to the left of the stage that
separates the main floor from a rackety lounge
area with a mini-bar and flat screen playing the
Patriots vs. Steelers game on mute. His head
was bobbing slowly but earnestly, some flicker
of recognition in his eyes.
Bolton had finished his set about an hour
ago —a set that culminated in Bolton classics
“Passion,” “Let’s Stay Together,” and “Roclcstar.”
And now he (and others from the Boston
College Music Guild community) looked on
as Juice rocked The Middle East Downstairs in

Cambridge. The Middle East, one can observe,
carries a familiar note to thebar that played host
to some of True Detective’s second season and
most notoriously Lera Lynn’s really, really sad
songs. Imagine that establishment. Now take
out that damn song.
You can sometimes get a sense of an act’s
mettle by measuring the reaction of other acts
in attendance. As Bolton looked on, you could
tell there was an exchange going on here.
Juice—pop-funk octet and two-time Battle
of the Bands champions —came
on after Kyle
Thornton and the Company—a
full-bodied
flavor of bluesy-funk hailing from the Berklee
School of Music. By the end of Thornton’s set,
the chatter of the crowd—a
fusion of Boston
College, Boston University, and Berklee

hummed beneath Thornton’s last few songs.
They needed their Juice.
Juice opened with “Gold,” the standard
bearer of Juice phase two, a sound with less
funk and noise than their earlier foot stomping,
urban jig stuff like “How You Gonna Do Me Like
That” and “Pineapple Groove.”
“Gold” starts with a piano intro from Chris
Vu, MCAS T7. It rises like a piece of architecture
before Dan Moss, MCAS T7, hops in with a slick
guitar lick. When Juice is at its best, when it’s
mixed just right, there’s an exchange going on
between Vu, Moss, and Michael Ricciardulli,
drummer Miles Clyatt, all MCAS ’l7, and bassist
Rami El-Abidin, MCAS T5, and then up front

See Juice, B
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The sixth annual Acapellafest brought attention and donations to the Morgan Center and Morgan Zuch’s latest campaign against cancer, ‘Morgan’s Mile Against Cancer’

Acoustics, Dynamics, Bostonians, and more unite for Aca-Charity
Friday night brought a frenzy of
a capella power to Robsham Theater

Morgan Center on Long Island, N.Y.
Kerianne Dißattista, MCAS ’l7,
of The Acoustics opened the show
with her powerful rendition of Celine
Dion’s “Taking Chances.” The emotional

for the sixth annual Acapellafest—a
charity event coordinated and hosted
by The Acoustics, the self-described
“craziest co-ed singing crew” at Boston
College. A showcase for much of BC’s
musical performers, the event featured
a collection of brief performances from
enthusiastic acoustic groups of all
genres. Continuing in the philanthropic
spirit upon which the tradition was first
established, The Acoustics will donate
all proceeds from ticket sales to the

ballad eased the audience into the show
and established an optimistic tone
that resonated well with the positive
nature of the Morgan Center’s Mission.
Performing a total of three songs
throughout the course of the program,
The Acoustics opted for two more
triumphant numbers later in the show,
as Audrey Huelsbeck, LSOE T6, belted
out Sara Bareilles’ “Hercules” just before
intermission and Matt Michienzie,
MCAS ’l7, closed the program with

By

Hannah McLaughlin
Heights Staff

his soulful take on “You Are The Best
Thing” by Ray LaMontagne.
Following The Acoustics’ first
performance was the ever-energetic pop
stylings of The Dynamics. Preferring
today’s chart-toppers and hit songs
from recent years, this crew spread its
infectious energy to the crowd of over
500 people with ease. Meghan Linehan,
CSOM 'l7, made Ella Henderson’s
popular single “Ghost” her own with a
unique and powerful voice perfect for
the haunting song. Afterward, Alexa
Kilroy, LSOE TB, took center stage to
sing "You Go Down Smooth” by Lake
Street Dive. The song’s old-school sound
combined with Kilroy’s commanding

vocals was a playful piece that continued
The Dynamic’s fun, sexy, and flirty
theme of the night.
Next up was Against the Current,
a Christian group who expertly a
capella-fied One Republic’s smash hit
“Secrets.” The band’s palpable passion
captivated the audience and kept its
attention straight through its second
song, “Beautiful.” Immediately after
came Voices of Imani, whose interactive
performance got audience members
clapping along to the infectious, funkinfused gospel song "Stomp.” Another
evident crowd pleaser was its lively

See Acapella, B
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In the same year that brought us Amy
and Montage of Heck, it’s not surprising
to see how Straight Outta Compton has
courted both critical praise and broken box
office records in its opening weekend. The
biopic charts the epic rise and fall of N.W.A,
the notorious rap group from Compton responsible for spearheading the rise of West
Coast hip-hop in the late 1980 sand launching the careers offormer members Ice Cube,
Dr. Dre, Eazy-E, MC Ren, and DJ Yella.
The film, lauded by critics as both candid
in its portrayal of the pitfalls in N.W.A.’s
career and devoid ofbiopic cliches, is built
on the strengths of its relatively unknown
cast: Jason Mitchell as Eazy-E, Corey
Hawkins as Dr. Dre, Aldis Hodge as MC
Ren, Neil Brown Jr. as DJ Yella, and O’Shea
Jackson Jr., who bears a striking resemblance
to his father, plays Ice Cube. The first half
of Straight Outta Compton is the stuff of
magic—Dr. Dre scraping by on DJ gigs, Ice
Cube writing lyrics on the bus, Dre and
Cube cajoling a reluctant Eazy-E into recording the now-iconic ‘Boyz-N-Tha-Hood,’
the establishment of N.W.A. under Ruthless
Records, and the departure of Ice Cube from
the group, marking the beginning of the end
for N.W.A.
In between are spotty depictions ofgang
violence and working class life in Compton.
We watch with mounting frustration as the
members of N.W.A. are harassed by the
police, patted down, and cuffed for doing
absolutely nothing. In the years leading up
to the Rodney King riots, N.W.A. pens its
expletive-laden and most nefarious track,
“F—k
tha Police” as a reflection of the harsh
realities ofliving as young black men during
the “War on Drugs” era that disproportionately affected black Americans. Police
brutality, a common thread in the film,
culminates in the FBI banning “F—k
tha
Police” and the arrest of N.W.A. when the
group performs the protest song at a concert
in Detroit, despite the track’s censorship.
The second halfof the film delves into
Eazy-E’s deteriorating health, the end of his
professional relationship with Jerry Heller,
and the loss of his battle with AIDS. It’s
then that we realize that Eazy-E, the only
deceased member of N.W.A., is also the
most nuanced character in the film. While
music biopics tend to chronicle artists once
they are deceased, Straight Outta Compton
was producedby Dr. Dre and Ice Cube, two
of the film’s majorprotagonists. It’s easy to
see where the biopic falls short in exposing
the seedy aspects in NWA’s history.
It’s what didn’t make it to the big screen
that was most troubling to critics. Dr. Dre’s
multiple violent incidents were glossed over
entirely—from his assault ofrapper Tairrie
B to his abuse offormer girlfriend Michelle.
Most notably, Dre’s 1991 assault ofreporter
Dee Barnes failed to make the film’s final
cut. In an article for Gawker, Barnes described Dr. Dre “beating her mercilessly on
the floorof the women’s restroom at the
Po Na Na Sauk nightclub.” Inbetween the
group’s misogynistic lyrics, allegations of
racist casting calls, and the film’s depiction
of women (and black women, in particular)
as both interchangeable and sexualized
objects, Straight Outta Compton doesn’t sit
well with all critics. And while influential girl
groups like J.J. Fad, credited for helping to
launch the success of N.W.A., were omitted
from the film, director Gary Grey admitted
that Dre’s assault on Barnes was included in
an early draft for the film. He felt that, “You
can make five different N.W.A. movies. We
made the one we wanted to make.”
There’s a lot to be said about making the
movie you want to make when it comes to
the erasure of the more negative aspects in
N.W.A’s history. While the biopic touches
on poignant issues such as police brutality,
Straight Outta Compton proves that Ice
Cube and Dr. Dre can quite literally rewrite
the past by exercising creative control over
their own on-screen depictions. Rather than
portraying all of the good, the bad, and the
ugly, the end result is a diluted, albeit wellcrafted, version of history that ignores the
more grisly underpinnings of N.W.A.’s past.
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